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1 Introduction

Retirement planning is a serious topic and should not be undertaken lightly. That said; I
am not a financial planner, nor do I play one on television. I do like to play with numbers,
and so I undertook to see how retirement planning could be viewed using ideas from Data
Science in order to better understand the goals of trained, official, and professional financial
planners.

This report documents how I worked to answer the question: what will our financial life
be like after retirement?

The Excel spreadsheet embedded in this file at the end of this document enabled my wife
and I to sleep easily at night while we were working, and to enjoy our lives after we retired.

2 Acknowledgments

Thank you to Lane Cartledge and Tapan Amin for getting me off “top dead center” to write
this report. And to Mary, who allowed me the time necessary to tease apart the ideas we
were taught, and to organize them in a way that made sense for us.

3 Intended readers

Looking back at my life; and remembering conversations that I have had with people of
different ages, interest in retirement planning seems to follow this kind of trajectory:

20s – who cares about retirement planning, that is too far away for me to care about.

30s – I know that retirement planning is supposed to be important, but I too busy right
now.

40s – half of my career is behind me, and I don’t have a lot of time left to accumulate all
the money that people say I will need.

50s – I’ll need to save like crazy to have anything to live on when retirement is forced upon
me.

60s – my fate is sealed, and I can read the handwriting on the wall.

70s – I’m OK, or I’m in trouble.

If you are young, then do these things:

1. Invest as heavily as you can comfortably afford into the stock market (something like
a no-load index fund),



2. Print out the directions on how to run the embedded Excel file, and file it away so that
you can find and read it when you are older,

3. Save this document, and the attached files onto CD or other long term durable medium
(a thumb drive is not a durable medium),

4. Finally, when you get older, dig out the hard copy and the CD, and you will better
appreciate your decision to invest early.

When I was young (in my 20s), I unknowingly made the best financial decision for my
wife and I. I joined the US Navy Reserves. When I was less young (in my 30s); I lusted
for another computer, and my wife said that if I wanted one then I would have to look
to the Reserves to pay for it. As I got older (in my 40s), I realized how much a pension
(when translated into a funded annuity) was really worth. Now (in my 60s), I look back and
appreciate how lucky my wife and I are to have made as long as we did without a real plan.

Our plan started to take shape in my 40s, based on the convergence of three unlikely
events. The events were:

1. The realization that I would never get the “corner office.” This implied that I could
use past income to predict future income.

2. Somehow getting onto the retirement planning circuit, where financial planners will
offer you a meal in return for sitting through their sales pitch.

3. A chance e-mail from Bob Williams (a co-worker) about 10,000 marbles and Saturdays.

While my wife and I may have gotten to our good place without these events, looking
back, they seem instrumental.

4 Background

4.1 Retirement planning circuit

When my wife and I started to attend the retirement planning dinners (really sales pitches
from salesman trying to make a living), we started taking and keeping notes about the
various products being pitched. After a while, we got to the point where we would spot
trends in the retirement planning market. Some were rather vanilla, and others were more
than a little bizarre. We also kept seeing the same diagrams and plots regardless of the
presenters.

After listening to many of these presentations, in different formats, and in different venues,
we came to understand that the salesmen were touting answers to three specific questions.
And, that they were the only ones how could answer those questions for us, as the attendees.
The questions were:
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1. How much money do you have to retire on?

2. How much money do you need to live on?

3. How long will your money have to last?

Some of the salesmen offered what sounded like good advice, and claimed to have “the
best product” for our needs. Because one of the questions seemed easy to answer, I decided
to try my hand at answering all three. I felt that regardless of the “product” that we
purchased, the salesman did not have “skin in the game” if things went wrong. Only my
wife and I did, hence the quest to answer the questions for ourselves. That quest led to this
report. Now to general answers to the questions:

1. How much money do you have to retire on?– Can be answered fairly simply, if you
make a few assumptions:

(a) Your past pay raises are an indication of future raises.

(b) Your past 401K/IRA contributions are an indication of your future contributions.

(c) Your past 401K/IRA performance are an indication of your future performance.

2. How much money do you need to live on?– Almost too hard to estimate, so I took the
easy way out, and said “All of it.”

3. How long will your money have to last?– Very hard to answer. If you were to come
up with an absolutely perfect plan with you living until you were 86, what happens
if you live to 87? I made the decision to make plans where I would live to be 105. It
is very unlikely that will happen. So if my plan works to that age, than my “early”
termination will be financially OK.

After spending sometime working on a spreadsheet that would answer the question: What
will our financial life be like after we retire? We went and saw a couple of financial planners.

The first planner presented a “product” based on a series of interlocking spreadsheets.
When we asked him questions about the assumptions in the spreadsheets that he wasn’t
able to answer, we politely said that we’d think about it and get back to him. Some time
later we met with the second planner. By that time, we had our spreadsheet up and running
fairly well so we understood the ins-and-outs of the planning process. We told the planner
what our near and far term financial objectives were, they went away, and came back with a
detailed plan complete with pretty charts and fancy graphics. The numbers they gave us, in
terms of what they brought to the table, and the services they could provide us, were very
close to our homegrown spreadsheet. We didn’t go with them because they didn’t offer us
any more than what we had come up ourselves. (The second planner was later indicted for
fraud.)

In the end, I updated the spreadsheet on a yearly basis. I ensured that all the predictions
were reasonably close to reality, and waited for the “plan” to bear fruit.
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4.2 Marbles and Saturdays

The way I remember it, it Bob Williams’ e-mail was about 10,000 Saturdays, closer examina-
tion may have been only 1,000. Here is one version of the story from Lori Allen, “1,000 Mar-
bles Story: Change Your Saturdays From Now On” (https://www.greatescapepublishing.
com/articles/become-a-travel-writer/1000-marbles-story-change-your-saturdays-from-now-on/):

“It’s the first day of a new year and the last thing I want to talk to you about
today is productivity, goal setting, and resolutions.

So instead, let’s talk about Saturdays.
We have one coming up tomorrow. And barring anything tragic, we have one

coming up every week from now until the day we die.
A few years ago, my mentor sent me a story about 1,000 marbles that I think

might change your Saturdays from here on out.
The story has been passed down many years now so I’m not sure of its origin.

But it goes something like this
It was a warm Saturday morning in sunny South Florida when, flipping

through the channels on an old ham radio, he stumbled on a voice that was
so crystal clear and attractive, it felt like the broadcaster on the other end was
speaking directly to him.

The voice, like my mentor, cherished his Saturdays. It was time he spent
with his family. Time he didn’t have to work. Time he took to relax, read, and
reflect. And so he did some math

If the average person lives to be 75, the mysterious voice said, and there are
52 weeks in each of those 75 years, that’s 3,900 Saturdays in a lifetime.

He went on to add that 2,800 of those Saturdays were already gone by the
time he realized this. So with just about 1,000 Saturdays left, he went out in
search of 1,000 marbles to represent each of his remaining special days.

Three toy stores later, he brought every single marble he collected home and
put them inside of a large, clear plastic container. Then, every Saturday, he took
one out and threw it away.

He found that by watching his bunch of marbles diminish, he could focus
more on the really important things in life. That there was nothing like actually
watching your time run out to help you get your priorities straight.

Then he said something startling. He announced that today, this very special
Saturday, he took his very last marble out of the container and threw it away.

If he makes it until next Saturday, he figured, he’d have been given a little
extra time. And the one thing we can all use is a little more time.

So yes, make your resolutions and set your goals for the New Year today. Do
whatever makes you happy.

But don’t forget about your Saturdays.
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2016 is going to be a great year and I’m excited to spend it with you.”

The effect on me by this apocryphal story was: to compute the number of Saturdays until
age 85, (2) go out and buy a large glass vase, and (3) buy enough marbles to make it to age
85. Every Monday I would remove one of the marbles. One at a time, the change in the level
of marbles was almost imperceptible. But over time, the drop was noticeable. The dropping
level was a visible reminder that time was passing, that the “end” was drawing near, and
that I needed to be ready for it.

People who saw the vase and asked about the marbles, almost universally thought I was
more than a little strange. But it was a constant reminder that time was passing, that even
if I felt better today than yesterday it wouldn’t last, and that I (we, my wife and I) would
have to live out whatever the plan was, and that the plan needed to be the best that we
could make it.

5 Analysis

Long term financial planning does not have to be mysterious, or intimidating for an indi-
vidual. What is needed is a basic understanding of how a few numbers work together, what
things are too hard to predict, patience, and focus.

If you have worked in a particular company, or organization for a number of years with-
out a significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibilitya significant change in position, or responsibility then you can assume that things will
remain the same for the foreseeable future. The effect of that will be that your salary will
increase just a little bit above the current inflation rate (usually the consumer price index
[CPI], as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics [BLS]1). I believe this is a reasonable
assumption because, an organization:

1. Needs to keep its costs under control, thereby maximizing profits for its owners, and

2. Is under a practical obligation to pay its employees just enough to keep them, and not
a cent more.

If the previous assumptions are true, then it is easy to construct a plot showing how
your individual pay raises relate to the yearly CPI (see Figure 1 on the following page).
Assuming there is an almost linear relationship between the CPI and your pay raise, then
you can predict your near term pay raises. In this context, near term is in the single digit
year range. Predicting pay too many years into the future can be very problematic because
outside factors can come into play (change in business direction, technical obsolescence, lower
paid competition, etc.) that are too difficult to predict.

CPI data is available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), and can be looked
at over time (see Figure 2 on page 7). The historical data from about 1970 through 2019

1https://www.bls.gov/data/
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Figure 1: Notional pay raises versus CPI. Artificial CPI and pay raise data showing a linear
connection between CPI and raises.
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Figure 2: Absolute historical CPI values. The reasons for the “knee” around 1970, and the
significant jumps around 1979 are beyond the scope of this report. The blue line is a robust
linear fit for the CPI data from 1970 until 2019. The slope of the line is 4.56, meaning that
is the annual increase for the period. Because the increase is constant (for that time period),
the percentage increase decreases as the CPI increases.

appears nearly linear, and therefore amenable to simple predictions. For this analysis, data
before 1970 will be considered as too old to affect our planning process.

While the historical CPI data is interesting in its own right, we are really interested in the
long term trends, in the hopes that things like the vagaries in the 1970’s do not reflect how
the real economy works (see Figure 3 on the following page). Historical Dow Jones Industrial
Average (DJIA) stock market data is available2. DJIA monthly adjusted monthly closing
value for 1 January 1985 to 6 July 2019 is used as a proxy for the entire stock market (see
Figure 4 on page 9). While absolute closing values are interesting, the more important part
is the general long term trend (see Figure 5 on page 10).

2https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/%5EDJI/history/
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Figure 3: Historical percentage CPI changes. Over the entire range of CPI data, the annual
change has been almost constant, with a small downward trend (-0.009020393% per year).
The shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval. The green line represents the slope
of the data after robust least square modeling.
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Figure 4: DJIA monthly adjusted closing 1985 – mid 2019. Adjusted closing price amends a
stock’s closing price to accurately reflect that stock’s value after accounting for any corporate
actions. It is considered to be the true price of that stock and is often used when examining
historical returns or performing a detailed analysis of historical returns.
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Figure 5: DJIA monthly adjusted closing increase 1985 – mid 2019. Over the entire range
of DJIA data, the annual change has been almost constant, with a small upward trend
(0.002059454 per month). The shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval. The
green line represents the slope of the data after robust least square modeling.
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Table 1: Topics that affect retirement computation. Some of these data are from external
sources, while others are personal.

Topic Value Source
Annual Pay increase – Personal payroll data
Annual stock market performance +2.5% https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/%5EDJI/

history/

Annual CPI change +3.3% https://www.bls.gov/data/

Life expectancy 85 http://www2.census.gov/library/publications/

2011/compendia/statab/131ed/tables/12s0107.

xls?#

When to draw retirement? – Based on personal choice and circumstance.

Life expectancy is a harder number to quantify. The US Census Bureau has estimates
based on various assumptions (birth year, gender, race, income, occupation, etc.), and how
the life expectancy will change in the future. One table that can be used is3, and an
interesting poster is included in this report.

The US Social Security Administration (SSA) has a sliding scale to determine when a
person is eligible for full SSA benefits based on the person’s birth year. A full description
can be found4, but is often generalized to 65, or 66, or 67 years of age. You can also delay
receiving benefits after full retirement age up until age 70.

Based on the historical and other data (see Table 1), we have enough information to
estimate what a gross retirement income would be under a range of circumstances.

From a 50,000 view, estimating retirement purchasing power is relatively easy (see Algo-
rithm 1 on page 13). There are a number of additional factors that might be added. These
include:

1. Increasing the purchasing power by adding the contribution by a spouse.

2. Increasing the purchasing power by adding any pensions that will be paid.

3. Changing the ending balance to something greater than 0 to model leaving something
in the estate at death.

4. Use something like Newton’s method to change the percentage vice simple percentage
changes.

5. Use a small number vice 0.0 to terminate the draw down after retirement.

3http://www2.census.gov/library/publications/2011/compendia/statab/131ed/tables/

12s0107.xls?#
4https://www.ssa.gov/planners/retire/agereduction.html
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6. Artificially limit investment draw down to a fixed percentage, or dollar amount.

7. Quite likely other ideas and modifications as well.

Embedded in this report is an Excel spreadsheet that implements the algorithm (see Algo-
rithm 1 on the next page). Detailed instructions on how to use the spreadsheet can be found
in the embedded PowerPoint presentation as well.
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Algorithm 1: Estimating retirement purchasing power in today’s dollars.

1 initialization;
2 age← current age;
3 retired← retirement age;
4 salary ← current salary;
5 balance← retirement account balance;
6 death← death age;
7 contribution← Retirement contribution percentage;
8 raise← Expected annual salary increase percentage;
9 retirementGrowth← Expected annual stock-market ROI;

10 while age < retired do
11 salary ← salary ∗ (1 + raise);
12 balance← balance + salary ∗ contribution;
13 balance← balance ∗ retirementGrowth;
14 age← age + 1;

15 end
16 percentage← 0.10;
17 originalBalance← ballance;
18 originalAge← age;
19 repeat
20 balance← originalBallance;
21 age← retired;
22 while age < death do
23 balance← balance ∗ retirementGrowth;
24 balance← ballance− percentage ∗ ballance;
25 age← age + 1;

26 end
27 if balance == 0 then
28 break;
29 end
30 if balance > 0 then
31 percentage← percentage + 0.1 ∗ percentage
32 else
33 percentage← percentage− 0.1 ∗ percentage
34 end

35 until ballance == 0;

36 cashEquivalent← originalBalance∗percentage
(1+CPI)(death−originalAge) + SSA
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6 Conclusion

There are a number of things that this exploration revealed. Some of which any financial
planner worth his salt will tell you.

Perhaps the most important lesson to take away from this exercise is that: there are no
second chances to get this right. You get exactly one chance, if your assumptions are too
optimistic, you can not reset the clock and have a do over. Be careful. Be thoughtful. Be
responsible. Some decisions that you make in haste, you may regret in your leisure.

A Files

1. retire-modified-02.ppt – Detailed instructions on how to use the retirement Excel

spreadsheet

2. retire-modified-02.xls – The retirement projection spreadsheet

3. raises.R – An R script to generate raise vs. inflation, and yearly CPI plots

4. SeriesReport-20190609124534 50d1fe.xlsx – Consumer Price Index from 1947 through
2018. Data downloaded from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) https://data.

bls.gov/timeseries/CUSR0000SA0?output_view=pct_1mth

5. DJI.csv – Historical Dow Jones Industrial values from 1935 through 2019. Data down-

loaded from https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/%5EDJI/history/

6. paa19 medina sabo.pdf – Living Longer: Historical and Projected Gains to Life Ex-
pectancy, 1960-2060, poster from the US Census Bureau downloaded from https://

www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/working-papers/2019/demo/paa19_

medina_sabo.pdf

7. 12s0107.xls – US Census Bureau Table 107. Expectation of Life and Expected Deaths,
by Race, Sex, and Age: 2008, Excel spreadsheet downloaded from http://www2.

census.gov/library/publications/2011/compendia/statab/131ed/tables/12s0107.

xls?#
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A Simple Look At What Life May Be Like During Retirement

by

Chuck Cartledge













What is the Question?

		Most retirement plans will estimate a payout (yearly or monthly) when you retire

		Most retirement planers ask “trick” questions

		How much money will you have when you retire?

		How much money will you need during retirement?

		How long will you be in retirement?

		I want to know what my financial life will be like during retirement.





A way to look at retirement planning.











What the “experts” say.

You can find an expert that will say what you want to hear.

		How much retirement income do you need?

		75% - 110 % of pre-retirement income

		What can will inflation do?

		1.2% - 5% per year

		What is a reasonable rate of return on investments (401k, stock market, .etc)?



5% - 10 %

Each expert will have pretty graphs and plots that prove they’re right.



A way to look at retirement planning.











What do you do?

		Find an approach that makes sense

		Use numbers that have some sort of statistical basis

		Address the problem of out living your money

		Think, plan, discuss the approach

		You only get one shot, make it your best.





A way to look at retirement planning.











Running the program

		Use Excel to start load the spreadsheet

		The spreadsheet uses macros and some people disable the automatically loading of macros.  If you are one of those people, you will have to accept the macros for the spread sheet to work.

		Enter the data in the cyan (light blue) colored cells

		Press the “Compute Equivalent Income” button

		Read the answer on the bottom of the graph





A way to look at retirement planning.











Gory Details About The Spreadsheet

		There are about 28 cells that require data entry

		Some data you will have easy access to and others will require digging up realistic values

		There are recommended sources in the supporting tabs in the spreadsheet





A way to look at retirement planning.











How We Will Progress From Here

		A single breadwinner family

		The spreadsheet will support multiple breadwinners, but you have to fool it

		Each data entry field will be addressed

		After initial data entry, most fields needn’t be changed again

		At the end, we will see how the breadwinner fares





A way to look at retirement planning.











An Empty Sheet



A way to look at retirement planning.











How do I get an answer?

1.  Enter data 

into all cyan

colored cells.

2.  Press this

button.

3.  When the 

spreadsheet stops

computing, look

at this number.



A way to look at retirement planning.











What is in the Tabs?

Changes between

various versions 

of the

spreadsheet

Links and 

notes about

financial things.

Used by the

spreadsheet 

to create titles.

What has

the military

COLA been

during recent years?

What has the

CPI done in 

recent years?



A way to look at retirement planning.











The breadwinner is 48.



A way to look at retirement planning.











Death is at 96.



A way to look at retirement planning.











Inflation is expected to be 2.5%



A way to look at retirement planning.











Lifestyle is more affected by inflation after retirement.



A way to look at retirement planning.











Salary is $60,000 per year.



A way to look at retirement planning.











Raises are expected to be 0.9% above inflation.



A way to look at retirement planning.











1st fixed pension of $9,500 per year at age 65, 75% is invested.



A way to look at retirement planning.











2nd pension of $12,000 per year, that exceeds inflation, and is invested.



A way to look at retirement planning.











SSA breakpoints are added to the mix.



A way to look at retirement planning.











Breadwinner’s spouse gets SSA as well.



A way to look at retirement planning.











How much of SSA will be available when needed?



A way to look at retirement planning.











How much will SSA payments increase after retirement?



A way to look at retirement planning.











How much is in the 401(k) now?



A way to look at retirement planning.











What is the expected rate of return on the 401(k)?



A way to look at retirement planning.











What percentage of the salary gets added to the 401(k) (employee and employer total)?



A way to look at retirement planning.











How many additional dollars are added to the 401(k) yearly?



A way to look at retirement planning.











How much of your 401(k) will go to your estate?



A way to look at retirement planning.











When do you want to retire?



A way to look at retirement planning.











What is the maximum percentage 401(k) drawdown?



A way to look at retirement planning.











What is the maximum 401(k) dollar drawdown per year?



A way to look at retirement planning.











Now that all the data is in, how do we get an answer? (Push the button.)



A way to look at retirement planning.











How to read the answer (part 1):

The inflation adjusted

income at retirement

will be like having an

income of $56,000 now.



A way to look at retirement planning.











How to read the answer (part 2):

The spike is caused by

$100,000 expense to

the estate.



A way to look at retirement planning.











How to read the answer (part 3):

This curve is the 

401(k) amount to

meets the

MAX constraints.



A way to look at retirement planning.











How about delaying retirement? (Push the button.)

There is 

even more

money.



A way to look at retirement planning.











How often should the spreadsheet by run?

		On your birthday.

		When the CPI changes.

		When the 401(k) changes a lot.

		When your 401(k) contribution changes.

		When your 401(k) ROI changes.

		Whenever you feel like it.





A way to look at retirement planning.











Disclaimer:

		Your are responsible for everything.

		You will only get one chance to get it right.

		When in doubt, see the previous bullets.





A way to look at retirement planning.











"Chuck Cartledge"


Main Sheet

		How old are you now?				48		(40 to 70 years old)								Title #1 =		Finance curves to retire at 70.								Title #3		Investments exhausted at 96. Income should be between $42,000 and $66,000 more is better.																										Sum 401(k) negs								Constrained draw down

		When will you die?				96		(75 to 105 years old)								Title #2 =		115% living expenses. 110% inflation adjustment. Today is 22 Aug 2019 (ver. 1.13)								Other		Other to		Other to		EDO		EDO to		EDO to																		0.00

		What are your current living expenses?								$100,000		($1 to $1,000,000)				X Axis =		Live then like you would today, with $69K (vs. $60K)								Pension		Income		401(k)		Pension		Income		401(k)		My		Spouce		Total								Invest Grow		Invest								Max Expeditures		401(k) etc.		% draw		$ draw		Amt drawn		401(k) bal		Max Exped.		Age

		What percent of your living expenses are needed?								69%		<= This will change!!				Age		Alive?		Working?		Expenses		T Salary		$0		$0		$0		0		0		0		SSA		SSA		SSA		401(k) etc.		Tot. Income		Tot. need		0		Balance		401(k) negs		401(k) neg @

		What is the expected inflation rate?								2.5%		(-10% to 10%)				48		1		1		$69,148		$60,000		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$75,000		$60,000		$0		$75,000		$75,000		0.00		0				$69,148		$75,000		$11,250		$150,000		$0		$75,000		$0		48

		How much of the inflation rate will apply after retirement?										110%		(80% to 150%)		49		1		1		$70,877		$62,040		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$88,084		$62,040		$0		$88,084		$88,084		0.00		0				$70,877		$88,084		$13,213		$150,000		$0		$88,084		$0		49

		What is your current salary?						$60,000		(used to estimate 401(k) contribution)						50		1		1		$72,649		$64,149		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$102,142		$64,149		$0		$102,142		$102,142		0.00		0				$72,649		$102,142		$15,321		$150,000		$2,142		$102,142		$0		50

		How much above inflation will your salary increase?										0.9%		(0% to 3%)		51		1		1		$74,465		$66,330		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$117,240		$66,330		$0		$117,240		$117,240		0.00		0				$74,465		$117,240		$17,586		$150,000		$17,240		$117,240		$0		51

		Pension(s)		(today's $)		Yearly		Start		Exceeds		% to Add				52		1		1		$76,327		$68,586		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$133,447		$68,586		$0		$133,447		$133,447		0.00		0				$76,327		$133,447		$20,017		$150,000		$20,017		$133,447		$0		52

				Source		Amount		paying		inflation		to Invest.				53		1		1		$78,235		$70,918		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$150,837		$70,918		$0		$150,837		$150,837		0.00		0				$78,235		$150,837		$22,626		$150,000		$22,626		$150,837		$0		53

				Pension #1		$9,500		65		0.0%		75%				54		1		1		$80,191		$73,329		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$169,487		$73,329		$0		$169,487		$169,487		0.00		0				$80,191		$169,487		$25,423		$150,000		$25,423		$169,487		$0		54

				Pension #2		$12,000		60		0.5%		75%				55		1		1		$82,195		$75,822		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$189,480		$75,822		$0		$189,480		$189,480		0.00		0				$82,195		$189,480		$28,422		$150,000		$28,422		$189,480		$0		55

		Social Security						Monthly		Examples						56		1		1		$84,250		$78,400		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$210,905		$78,400		$0		$210,905		$210,905		0.00		0				$84,250		$210,905		$31,636		$150,000		$31,636		$210,905		$0		56

				Age breaks		Age		Amount		Age		Amount				57		1		1		$86,356		$81,066		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$233,855		$81,066		$0		$233,855		$233,855		0.00		0				$86,356		$233,855		$35,078		$150,000		$35,078		$233,855		$0		57

		Today's $$		=>        #1		60		$1,446		60		$1,581				58		1		1		$88,515		$83,822		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$258,430		$83,822		$0		$258,430		$258,430		0.00		0				$88,515		$258,430		$38,765		$150,000		$38,765		$258,430		$0		58

		Today's $$ =>		=>        #2		62		$1,456		62		$1,592				59		1		1		$90,728		$86,672		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$284,736		$86,672		$0		$284,736		$284,736		0.00		0				$90,728		$284,736		$42,710		$150,000		$42,710		$284,736		$0		59

		Today's $$ =>		=>        #3		66		$1,962		66		$2,161				60		1		1		$92,996		$89,619		$17,109		$4,277		$12,832		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$325,718		$93,896		$0		$325,718		$325,718		0.00		0				$92,996		$325,718		$48,858		$150,000		$48,858		$325,718		$0		60

		Today's $$ =>		=>        #4		70		$2,591		70		$2,876				61		1		1		$95,321		$92,666		$17,574		$4,393		$13,180		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$369,781		$97,059		$0		$369,781		$369,781		0.00		0				$95,321		$369,781		$55,467		$150,000		$55,467		$369,781		$0		61

		What add'l percentage of your SSA will goto your spouse?										50%				62		1		1		$97,704		$95,816		$18,051		$4,513		$13,538		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$417,130		$100,329		$0		$417,130		$417,130		0.00		0				$97,704		$417,130		$62,569		$150,000		$62,569		$417,130		$0		62

		What percentage of SSA will be available?										75%				63		1		1		$100,147		$99,074		$18,541		$4,635		$13,906		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$467,980		$103,709		$0		$467,980		$467,980		0.00		0				$100,147		$467,980		$70,197		$150,000		$70,197		$467,980		$0		63

		What is the expected COLA after retirement?										3.0%				64		1		1		$102,651		$102,442		$19,045		$4,761		$14,283		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$522,562		$107,204		$0		$522,562		$522,562		0.00		0				$102,651		$522,562		$78,384		$150,000		$78,384		$522,562		$0		64

		How much do you have in investments (401K, etc.)?										$75,000				65		1		1		$105,217		$105,925		$19,562		$4,890		$14,671		$9,500		2375		7125		$0		$0		$0		$588,245		$113,191		$0		$588,245		$588,245		0.00		0				$105,217		$588,245		$88,237		$150,000		$88,237		$588,245		$0		65

		What rate of return do you expect from your investments?										6.0%				66		1		1		$107,847		$109,527		$20,093		$5,023		$15,070		$9,738		2434.375		7303.125		$0		$0		$0		$658,770		$116,985		$0		$658,770		$658,770		0.00		0				$107,847		$658,770		$98,816		$150,000		$98,816		$658,770		$0		66

		What salary percentage will you add to the investments?										9%				67		1		1		$110,544		$113,251		$20,638		$5,160		$15,479		$9,981		2495.234375		7485.703125		$0		$0		$0		$734,454		$120,906		$0		$734,454		$734,454		0.00		0				$110,544		$734,454		$110,168		$150,000		$110,168		$734,454		$0		67

		How many additional dollars per year will you contribute?										$3,000				68		1		1		$113,307		$117,101		$21,199		$5,300		$15,899		$10,230		2557.615234375		7672.845703125		$0		$0		$0		$815,632		$124,959		$0		$815,632		$815,632		0.00		0				$113,307		$815,632		$122,345		$150,000		$122,345		$815,632		$0		68

		How much do you want to leave in your estate?										$100,000				69		1		1		$116,140		$121,083		$21,775		$5,444		$16,331		$10,486		2621.5556152344		7864.6668457031		$0		$0		$0		$902,663		$129,148		$0		$902,663		$902,663		0.00		0				$116,140		$902,663		$135,399		$150,000		$135,399		$902,663		$0		69

		When do you want to retire?						70		(60 to 70 years old)						70		1		1		$119,334		$0		$22,366		$5,591		$16,774		$10,748		2687.0945056152		8061.2835168457		$23,319		$11,660		$34,979		$984,658		$43,257		$76,077		$984,658		$908,582		0.00		0				$119,334		$984,658		$147,699		$150,000		$147,699		$984,658		$190,956		70

		What percentage of inflation to be applied to military retire?										91%				71		1		0		$122,615		$0		$22,973		$5,743		$17,230		$11,017		2754.2718682556		8262.8156047668		$24,019		$12,009		$36,028		$1,069,230		$44,525		$78,090		$988,589		$910,499		0.00		0				$122,615		$1,069,230		$160,385		$150,000		$150,000		$919,230		$194,525		71

		Limiting the investment drawdown:														72		1		0		$125,987		$0		$23,597		$5,899		$17,698		$11,293		2823.128664962		8469.385994886		$24,739		$12,370		$37,109		$1,159,551		$45,831		$80,156		$991,296		$911,140		0.00		0				$125,987		$1,000,551		$150,083		$150,000		$150,000		$850,551		$195,831		72

		What is the MAX percentage drawdown?								15%		(0% to 50%)				73		1		0		$129,452		$0		$24,238		$6,059		$18,178		$11,575		2893.706881586		8681.1206447582		$25,481		$12,741		$38,222		$1,255,984		$47,175		$82,277		$992,668		$910,391		0.00		0				$129,452		$928,444		$139,267		$150,000		$139,267		$789,177		$186,442		73

		What is the MAX Dollar drawdown?								$150,000		(0 to 1.0E+8)				74		1		0		$133,012		$0		$24,896		$6,224		$18,672		$11,864		2966.0495536257		8898.1486608771		$26,246		$13,123		$39,369		$1,358,913		$48,559		$84,453		$992,584		$908,131		0.00		0				$133,012		$864,098		$129,615		$150,000		$129,615		$734,483		$178,173		74

																75		1		0		$136,670		$0		$25,572		$6,393		$19,179		$12,161		3040.2007924663		9120.602377399		$27,033		$13,517		$40,550		$1,468,747		$49,983		$86,687		$990,919		$904,232		0.00		0				$136,670		$806,852		$121,028		$150,000		$121,028		$685,824		$171,011		75

																76		1		0		$140,428		$0		$26,266		$6,567		$19,700		$12,465		3116.205812278		9348.617436834		$27,844		$13,922		$41,766		$1,585,920		$51,449		$88,979		$987,534		$898,555		0.00		0				$140,428		$756,022		$113,403		$150,000		$113,403		$642,618		$164,852		76

																77		1		0		$144,290		$0		$26,979		$6,745		$20,235		$12,776		3194.110957585		9582.3328727549		$28,679		$14,340		$43,019		$1,710,892		$52,958		$91,332		$982,285		$890,953		0.00		0				$144,290		$710,992		$106,649		$150,000		$106,649		$604,344		$159,607		77

																78		1		0		$148,258		$0		$27,712		$6,928		$20,784		$13,096		3273.9637315246		9821.8911945737		$29,540		$14,770		$44,310		$1,844,152		$54,512		$93,746		$975,016		$881,270		0.00		0				$148,258		$671,210		$100,682		$150,000		$100,682		$570,529		$155,193		78

																79		1		0		$152,335		$0		$28,465		$7,116		$21,348		$13,423		3355.8128248127		10067.4384744381		$30,426		$15,213		$45,639		$1,986,217		$56,111		$96,224		$965,562		$869,338		0.00		0				$152,335		$636,176		$95,426		$150,000		$95,426		$540,750		$151,537		79

																80		1		0		$156,524		$0		$29,238		$7,309		$21,928		$13,759		3439.708145433		10319.124436299		$31,339		$15,669		$47,008		$2,137,637		$57,757		$98,767		$953,746		$854,979		0.00		0				$156,524		$605,442		$90,816		$150,000		$90,816		$514,626		$148,574		80

																81		1		0		$160,829		$0		$30,031		$7,508		$22,524		$14,103		3525.7008490688		10577.1025472065		$32,279		$16,139		$48,418		$2,298,996		$59,452		$101,377		$939,379		$838,002		0.00		0				$160,829		$578,604		$86,791		$150,000		$86,791		$491,813		$146,243		81

																82		1		0		$165,251		$0		$30,847		$7,712		$23,135		$14,455		3613.8433702956		10841.5301108867		$33,247		$16,624		$49,871		$2,470,913		$61,197		$104,055		$922,259		$818,204		0.00		0				$165,251		$555,299		$83,295		$150,000		$83,295		$472,004		$144,491		82

		Limits														83		1		0		$169,796		$0		$31,685		$7,921		$23,763		$14,817		3704.1894545529		11112.5683636588		$34,245		$17,122		$51,367		$2,654,043		$62,992		$106,803		$902,172		$795,369		0.00		0				$169,796		$535,200		$80,280		$150,000		$80,280		$454,920		$143,272		83

		Prompt										Min		Max		84		1		0		$174,465		$0		$32,545		$8,136		$24,409		$15,187		3796.7941909168		11390.3825727503		$35,272		$17,636		$52,908		$2,849,085		$64,841		$109,624		$878,890		$769,266		0.00		0				$174,465		$518,014		$77,702		$150,000		$77,702		$440,312		$142,543		84

		How old are you now?										40		70		85		1		0		$179,263		$0		$33,429		$8,357		$25,071		$15,567		3891.7140456897		11675.1421370691		$36,330		$18,165		$54,495		$3,056,777		$66,744		$112,519		$852,169		$739,650		0.00		0				$179,263		$503,478		$75,522		$150,000		$75,522		$427,956		$142,266		85

		When will you die?										75		105		86		1		0		$184,193		$0		$34,336		$8,584		$25,752		$15,956		3989.0068968319		11967.0206904958		$37,420		$18,710		$56,130		$3,277,902		$68,703		$115,489		$821,748		$706,259		0.00		0				$184,193		$491,353		$73,703		$150,000		$73,703		$417,650		$142,406		86

		What is the expected inflation rate?										-10		10		87		1		0		$189,258		$0		$35,269		$8,817		$26,452		$16,355		4088.7320692527		12266.1962077582		$38,543		$19,271		$57,814		$3,513,294		$70,720		$118,538		$787,352		$668,815		0.00		0				$189,258		$481,426		$72,214		$150,000		$72,214		$409,213		$142,934		87

		How much of the inflation rate will apply after retirement?										80		150		88		1		0		$194,463		$0		$36,226		$9,057		$27,170		$16,764		4190.950370984		12572.8511129521		$39,699		$19,850		$59,549		$3,763,835		$72,796		$121,666		$748,686		$627,020		0.00		0				$194,463		$473,508		$71,026		$150,000		$71,026		$402,482		$143,822		88

		How much above inflation will your salary increase?										0%		3%		89		1		0		$199,810		$0		$37,210		$9,303		$27,908		$17,183		4295.7241302586		12887.1723907759		$40,890		$20,445		$61,335		$4,030,460		$74,933		$124,877		$705,436		$580,559		0.00		0				$199,810		$467,425		$70,114		$150,000		$70,114		$397,312		$145,047		89

		What is the MAX percentage drawdown?										0%		50%		90		1		0		$205,305		$0		$38,221		$9,555		$28,665		$17,612		4403.1172335151		13209.3517005453		$42,117		$21,058		$63,175		$4,314,162		$77,133		$128,172		$657,267		$529,095		0.00		0				$205,305		$463,025		$69,454		$150,000		$69,454		$393,571		$146,587		90

		What is the MAX Dollar drawdown?										0		100000000		91		1		0		$210,951		$0		$39,258		$9,815		$29,444		$18,053		4513.195164353		13539.585493059		$43,380		$21,690		$65,070		$4,615,995		$79,398		$131,553		$603,824		$472,271		0.00		0				$210,951		$460,169		$69,025		$150,000		$69,025		$391,144		$148,423		91

		When do you want to retire?										60		70		92		1		0		$216,752		$0		$40,324		$10,081		$30,243		$18,504		4626.0250434618		13878.0751303854		$44,682		$22,341		$67,022		$4,937,076		$81,730		$135,023		$544,729		$409,706		0.00		0				$216,752		$458,734		$68,810		$150,000		$68,810		$389,924		$150,540		92

		to Invest.										0		100		93		1		0		$222,713		$0		$41,419		$10,355		$31,065		$18,967		4741.6756695484		14225.0270086451		$46,022		$23,011		$69,033		$5,278,590		$84,130		$138,583		$479,578		$340,995		0.00		0				$222,713		$458,609		$68,791		$150,000		$68,791		$389,817		$152,921		93

																94		1		0		$228,837		$0		$42,544		$10,636		$31,908		$19,441		4860.2175612871		14580.6526838612		$47,403		$23,701		$71,104		$5,641,794		$86,600		$142,237		$407,944		$265,707		0.00		0				$228,837		$459,695		$68,954		$150,000		$68,954		$390,741		$155,555		94

																95		1		0		$235,130		$0		$43,699		$10,925		$32,775		$19,927		4981.7230003192		14945.1690009577		$48,825		$24,412		$73,237		$6,028,022		$89,144		$145,987		$329,369		$183,382		0.00		0				$235,130		$461,905		$69,286		$150,000		$69,286		$392,619		$158,429		95

																96		-1		0		$335,130		$0		$44,886		$11,221		$33,664		$20,425		5106.2660753272		15318.7982259817		$50,290		$25,145		$75,434		$6,438,686		$91,762		$243,368		$243,368		$0		0.00		96				$335,130		$465,160		$69,774		$150,000		$69,774		$395,386		$161,536		96

																97		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$6,825,007		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		97

																98		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$7,234,508		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		98

																99		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$7,668,578		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		99

																100		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$8,128,693		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		100

																101		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$8,616,414		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		101

																102		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$9,133,399		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		102

																103		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$9,681,403		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		103

																104		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$10,262,287		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		104

																105		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$10,878,025		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		105

																106		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$11,530,706		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		106

																107		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$12,222,549		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		107

																108		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$12,955,902		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		108

																109		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$13,733,256		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		109

																110		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$14,557,251		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		110

																111		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$15,430,686		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		111

																112		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$16,356,527		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		112

																113		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$17,337,919		$0		$0		$0		$0		0.00		0				$0		$0		$0		$150,000		$0		$0		$0		113
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115% living expenses. 110% inflation adjustment. Today is 22 Aug 2019 (ver. 1.13)

Finance curves to retire at 70.

Live then like you would today, with $69K (vs. $60K)

Investments exhausted at 96. Income should be between $42,000 and $66,000 more is better.

(Investment drawndown constrained to lesser of 15% or $150,000 with $100,000 left.)

(Principal's calculator says:Needs Attention!!)

Invst. draw down

Invst. bal.

Max. Expenses

Income

Constrained 401(k)

Constrained Expense



Version History

		Version		Date		Comments

		1		01-Aug-03		Baseline version

		1.01		28-Aug-03		Changed Max Expense curve to plot expense limit as computed by spreadsheet

						Changed "Live then …" chart label to use computed expense data as shown on chart

						Added version number to chart title

						Added date info to chart title

		1.02		30-Nov-03		Added ability to limit the draw down as a percentage or a value

		1.03		31-Dec-03		"Other" pension was not being adjusted for inflation to convert from today's dollars into amount at pension payout

		1.04		14-Mar-04		Added military COLA adjustment after retirement starts.  Affects the amount of inflation applied to post retirement pay increases.

		1.05		10-Aug-04		Updated Reserve retirement points to reflect staying in IRR until age 60 (2817 increased to 3447

		1.06		30-Aug-04		Updated Reserve retirement points to reflect not going into IRR, points = 2819

		1.07		03-Sep-04		Corrected minor error in constrained drawdown equation.  Only apparent effect was to synchronize both 401(k) balances

		1.08		30-Dec-04		Corrected constrained drawdown to not withdraw any money until amount to be left in estate was met.

		1.09		13-Feb-05		Updated values and links for SSA COLA values, reduced from 3.0% to 2.5%

		1.1		10-Jun-05		Added Principle's Retirement Calculator spreadsheet

		1.11		18-Jun-05		Applied the expected SSA percentage to Principle's SSA so that they were using the same assumptions

		1.12		30-Jul-05		Added prompts to user inputs that are somehow range limited

		1.13		22-Aug-19		Removed personal information prior to publication





Notes

		Notes:

		1.  Long term medical care aprox $54,000 per person per year in 2002.

		2.  According to "experts" post retirement income should be

				between 70% and 110% of pre-retirement income.

		3.  SSA COLA predicted to be 3.0% beyond 2003.

				http://www.ssa.gov/pressoffice/colafacts2001.htm								says 2.6%

		4.  Link to SSA payment calculator:

				http://www.ssa.gov/planners/calculators.htm

		5.  Link to Bureau of Labor Statistics for CPI inflation numbers

				http://www.bls.gov/cpi/home.htm

				ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/cpi/cpiai.txt

				Inflation		How Often		Cumulative %

				-10		1		1.12%

				-9		2		3.37%

				-8		0		3.37%

				-7		0		3.37%

				-6		1		4.49%

				-5		1		5.62%

				-4		0		5.62%

				-3		0		5.62%

				-2		2		7.87%

				-1		4		12.36%

				0		3		15.73%

				1		8		24.72%

				2		14		40.45%

				3		13		55.06%

				4		9		65.17%

				5		7		73.03%

				6		4		77.53%

				7		4		82.02%

				8		3		85.39%

				9		2		87.64%

				10		1		88.76%

				More		10		100.00%

		6.  Link to credit card pay off amount and period:

				http://www.truecostofholidayshopping.org/

		7.  Link to the Government's official CPI site:

				http://www.bls.gov/cpi/

		8.  Link to Military pay site:

				http://www.dfas.mil/money/milpay/pay/

		9.  How military retirement pay is computed:

				BupersInst 1001.39, paragraph 2016

				Retired pay = (Points/360)*0.025*BasePay

				Age		48

				Eligible		60

				Points		2820

				Base Pay		$10,391.00		per month		(In today's dollars.)				January 2011 pay scale

				Inflation		2.5%

				Raise above		0.5%

						Today's Dollars				Inflated dollars

				Retired Pay		$2,034.90		per month		$2,901.29		per month

						$24,418.85		per year		$34,815.44		per year

		10.  Link to military COLA data

				http://www.moaa.org/BenefitsInfo/COLAIncreases.asp

		11.  Link to SSA "Maximum Taxable Income"

				http://www.mysocialsecurity.org/sscalc/t2a3.pdf								1937 - 1999

				http://www.ssa.gov/pressoffice/colafacts2001.htm								2001 - 2002

				http://www.ssa.gov/OACT/COLA/cbb.html								1936 - 2005

		12.  Links to Dow Jones Industrial Average

				http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/djdc0093								1900 - 1993

				http://www.djindexes.com/mdsidx/index.cfm?event=showAverages												Average annual gain 12.08, deviation 14.1908

		13.  Link to an explanation of how SSA payments are computed

				http://www.socialsecurityinfo.com/

		14. Link to how SSA payments are computed

				http://www.socialsecurity.gov/pubs/10070.html

		15.  Link to the Federal Reserve Bank's inflation data

				http://www.clevelandfed.org/Research/Inflation/index.cfm

		16.  Link to generally "good" inflation information

				http://www.inflationdata.com/inflation/

		17.  A so-so site for estimating the value of money over time

				http://www.measuringworth.com/

		18.  Link to how the maximum SSA earnings is computed

				http://www.ssa.gov/OP_Home/handbook/handbook.13/handbook-1301.html



http://www.bls.gov/cpi/home.htm



Titles

		Title #1 =		Finance curves to retire at 70.

		Title #4=		(Investment drawndown constrained to lesser of 15% or $150,000 with $100,000 left.)

		Title #5=		(Principal's calculator says:Needs Attention!!)





Military COLA

		Military Retired COLAs

		Year		Effective date		Percentage

		1952		1-May		4

		1955		1-Apr		6

		1958		1-Jun		6

		1963		1-Oct		5

		1965		Sep-04		4.4

		1966		1-Dec		3.7

		1968		1-Apr		3.9

		1969		1-Feb		4

		1969		1-Nov		5.3

		1970		1-Aug		5.6

		1971		1-Jun		4.5

		1972		1-Jul		4.8

		1973		1-Jul		6.1

		1974		1-Jan		5.5

		1974		1-Jul		6.4

		1975		1-Jan		7.2

		1975		1-Aug		5.1

		1976		1-Mar		5.4

		1977		1-Mar		4.8

		1977		1-Sep		4.3

		1978		1-Mar		2.4

		1979		1-Mar		3.9

		1979		1-Sep		6.9

		1980		1-Mar		6

		1981		1-Mar		4.4

		1982		1-Mar		8.7

		1983		1-Apr		3.3

		1984		1-Dec		3.5

		1985		1-Dec		3.1

		1986		1-Dec		1.3

		1987		1-Dec		4.2

		1988		1-Dec		4

		1989		1-Dec		4.7

		1990		1-Dec		5.4

		1991		1-Dec		3.7

		1992		1-Dec		3

		1993		1-Dec		2.6

		1994		1-Apr		2.6

		1995		1-Apr		2.8

		1996		1-Apr		2.6

		1997		1-Dec		2.1

		1998		1-Dec		1.3

		1999		1-Dec		2.4

		2000		1-Dec		3.5

		2001		1-Dec		2.6

		2002		1-Dec		1.4

		2003		1-Dec		2.1

		2004		1-Jan		2.1

		Military COLA last 10 years				2.29

		CPI last 10 years				2.53

		Miltary COLA percentage of CPI						0.9051383399		<= use this number on the main sheet to predict military COLA growth.





CPI Table

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Annual		HALF1		HALF2

		1914		2		1		1		0		2.1		1		1		3		2		1		1		1		1		Â 		Â 

		1915		1		1		0		2		2		2		1		-1		-1		1		1		2		1		Â 		Â 

		1916		3		4		6.1		6		5.9		6.9		6.9		7.9		9.9		10.8		11.7		12.6		7.9		Â 		Â 

		1917		12.5		15.4		14.3		18.9		19.6		20.4		18.5		19.3		19.8		19.5		17.4		18.1		17.4		Â 		Â 

		1918		19.7		17.5		16.7		12.7		13.3		13.1		18		18.5		18		18.5		20.7		20.4		18		Â 		Â 

		1919		17.9		14.9		17.1		17.6		16.6		15		15.2		14.9		13.4		13.1		13.5		14.5		14.6		Â 		Â 

		1920		17		20.4		20.1		21.6		21.9		23.7		19.5		14.7		12.4		9.9		7		2.6		15.6		Â 		Â 

		1921		-1.6		-5.6		-7.1		-10.8		-14.1		-15.8		-14.9		-12.8		-12.5		-12.1		-12.1		-10.8		-10.5		Â 		Â 

		1922		-11.1		-8.2		-8.7		-7.7		-5.6		-5.1		-5.1		-6.2		-5.1		-4.6		-3.4		-2.3		-6.1		Â 		Â 

		1923		-0.6		-0.6		0.6		1.2		1.2		1.8		2.4		3		3.6		3.6		3		2.4		1.8		Â 		Â 

		1924		3		2.4		1.8		0.6		0.6		0		-0.6		-0.6		-0.6		-0.6		-0.6		0		0		Â 		Â 

		1925		0		0		1.2		1.2		1.8		2.9		3.5		4.1		3.5		2.9		4.7		3.5		2.3		Â 		Â 

		1926		3.5		4.1		2.9		4.1		2.9		1.1		-1.1		-1.7		-1.1		-0.6		-1.7		-1.1		1.1		Â 		Â 

		1927		-2.2		-2.8		-2.8		-3.4		-2.2		-0.6		-1.1		-1.1		-1.1		-1.1		-2.3		-2.3		-1.7		Â 		Â 

		1928		-1.1		-1.7		-1.2		-1.2		-1.1		-2.8		-1.2		-0.6		0		-1.1		-0.6		-1.2		-1.7		Â 		Â 

		1929		-1.2		0		-0.6		-1.2		-1.2		0		1.2		1.2		0		0.6		0.6		0.6		0		Â 		Â 

		1930		0		-0.6		-0.6		0.6		-0.6		-1.8		-4		-4.6		-4		-4.6		-5.2		-6.4		-2.3		Â 		Â 

		1931		-7		-7.6		-7.7		-8.8		-9.5		-10.1		-9		-8.5		-9.6		-9.7		-10.4		-9.3		-9		Â 		Â 

		1932		-10.1		-10.2		-10.3		-10.3		-10.5		-9.9		-9.9		-10.6		-10.7		-10.7		-10.2		-10.3		-9.9		Â 		Â 

		1933		-9.8		-9.9		-10		-9.4		-8		-6.6		-3.7		-2.2		-1.5		-0.8		0		0.8		-5.1		Â 		Â 

		1934		2.3		4.7		5.6		5.6		5.6		5.5		2.3		1.5		3		2.3		2.3		1.5		3.1		Â 		Â 

		1935		3		3		3		3.8		3.8		2.2		2.2		2.2		0.7		1.5		2.2		3		2.2		Â 		Â 

		1936		1.5		0.7		0		-0.7		-0.7		0.7		1.5		2.2		2.2		2.2		1.4		1.4		1.5		Â 		Â 

		1937		2.2		2.2		3.6		4.4		5.1		4.3		4.3		3.6		4.3		4.3		3.6		2.9		3.6		Â 		Â 

		1938		0.7		0		-0.7		-0.7		-2.1		-2.1		-2.8		-2.8		-3.4		-4.1		-3.4		-2.8		-2.1		Â 		Â 

		1939		-1.4		-1.4		-1.4		-2.8		-2.1		-2.1		-2.1		-2.1		0		0		0		0		-1.4		Â 		Â 

		1940		-0.7		0.7		0.7		1.4		1.4		2.2		1.4		1.4		-0.7		0		0		0.7		0.7		Â 		Â 

		1941		1.4		0.7		1.4		2.1		2.9		4.3		5		6.4		7.9		9.3		10		9.9		5		Â 		Â 

		1942		11.3		12.1		12.7		12.6		13.2		10.9		11.6		10.7		9.3		9.2		9.1		9		10.9		Â 		Â 

		1943		7.6		7		7.5		8.1		7.4		7.4		6.1		4.8		5.5		4.2		3.6		3		6.1		Â 		Â 

		1944		3		3		1.2		0.6		0		0.6		1.7		2.3		1.7		1.7		1.7		2.3		1.7		Â 		Â 

		1945		2.3		2.3		2.3		1.7		2.3		2.8		2.3		2.3		2.3		2.3		2.3		2.2		2.3		Â 		Â 

		1946		2.2		1.7		2.8		3.4		3.4		3.3		9.4		11.6		12.7		14.9		17.7		18.1		8.3		Â 		Â 

		1947		18.1		18.8		19.7		19		18.4		17.6		12.1		11.4		12.7		10.6		8.5		8.8		14.4		Â 		Â 

		1948		10.2		9.3		6.8		8.7		9.1		9.5		9.9		8.9		6.5		6.1		4.8		3		8.1		Â 		Â 

		1949		1.3		1.3		1.7		0.4		-0.4		-0.8		-2.9		-2.9		-2.4		-2.9		-1.7		-2.1		-1.2		Â 		Â 

		1950		-2.1		-1.3		-0.8		-1.3		-0.4		-0.4		1.7		2.1		2.1		3.8		3.8		5.9		1.3		Â 		Â 

		1951		8.1		9.4		9.3		9.3		9.3		8.8		7.5		6.6		7		6.5		6.9		6		7.9		Â 		Â 

		1952		4.3		2.3		1.9		2.3		1.9		2.3		3.1		3.1		2.3		1.9		1.1		0.8		1.9		Â 		Â 

		1953		0.4		0.8		1.1		0.8		1.1		1.1		0.4		0.7		0.7		1.1		0.7		0.7		0.8		Â 		Â 

		1954		1.1		1.5		1.1		0.8		0.7		0.4		0.4		0		-0.4		-0.7		-0.4		-0.7		0.7		Â 		Â 

		1955		-0.7		-0.7		-0.7		-0.4		-0.7		-0.7		-0.4		-0.4		0.4		0.4		0.4		0.4		-0.4		Â 		Â 

		1956		0.4		0.4		0.4		0.7		1.1		1.9		2.2		1.9		1.9		2.2		2.2		3		1.5		Â 		Â 

		1957		3		3.4		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.3		3.3		3.7		3.3		2.9		3.3		2.9		3.3		Â 		Â 

		1958		3.6		3.2		3.6		3.6		3.2		2.8		2.5		2.1		2.1		2.1		2.1		1.8		2.8		Â 		Â 

		1959		1.4		1		0.3		0.3		0.3		0.7		0.7		1		1.4		1.7		1.4		1.7		0.7		Â 		Â 

		1960		1		1.7		1.7		1.7		1.7		1.7		1.4		1.4		1		1.4		1.4		1.4		1.7		Â 		Â 

		1961		1.7		1.4		1.4		1		1		0.7		1.4		1		1.4		0.7		0.7		0.7		1		Â 		Â 

		1962		0.7		1		1		1.3		1.3		1.3		1		1.3		1.3		1.3		1.3		1.3		1		Â 		Â 

		1963		1.3		1		1.3		1		1		1.3		1.3		1.3		1		1.3		1.3		1.6		1.3		Â 		Â 

		1964		1.6		1.6		1.3		1.3		1.3		1.3		1.3		1		1.3		1		1.3		1		1.3		Â 		Â 

		1965		1		1		1.3		1.6		1.6		1.9		1.6		1.9		1.6		1.9		1.6		1.9		1.6		Â 		Â 

		1966		1.9		2.6		2.6		2.9		2.9		2.5		2.8		3.5		3.5		3.8		3.8		3.5		2.9		Â 		Â 

		1967		3.5		2.8		2.8		2.5		2.8		2.8		2.8		2.4		2.8		2.4		2.7		3		3.1		Â 		Â 

		1968		3.6		4		3.9		3.9		3.9		4.2		4.5		4.5		4.5		4.7		4.7		4.7		4.2		Â 		Â 

		1969		4.4		4.7		5.2		5.5		5.5		5.5		5.4		5.7		5.7		5.7		5.9		6.2		5.5		Â 		Â 

		1970		6.2		6.1		5.8		6.1		6		6		6		5.4		5.7		5.6		5.6		5.6		5.7		Â 		Â 

		1971		5.3		5		4.7		4.2		4.4		4.6		4.4		4.6		4.1		3.8		3.3		3.3		4.4		Â 		Â 

		1972		3.3		3.5		3.5		3.5		3.2		2.7		2.9		2.9		3.2		3.4		3.7		3.4		3.2		Â 		Â 

		1973		3.6		3.9		4.6		5.1		5.5		6		5.7		7.4		7.4		7.8		8.3		8.7		6.2		Â 		Â 

		1974		9.4		10		10.4		10.1		10.7		10.9		11.5		10.9		11.9		12.1		12.2		12.3		11		Â 		Â 

		1975		11.8		11.2		10.3		10.2		9.5		9.4		9.7		8.6		7.9		7.4		7.4		6.9		9.1		Â 		Â 

		1976		6.7		6.3		6.1		6		6.2		6		5.4		5.7		5.5		5.5		4.9		4.9		5.8		Â 		Â 

		1977		5.2		5.9		6.4		7		6.7		6.9		6.8		6.6		6.6		6.4		6.7		6.7		6.5		Â 		Â 

		1978		6.8		6.4		6.6		6.5		7		7.4		7.7		7.8		8.3		8.9		8.9		9		7.6		Â 		Â 

		1979		9.3		9.9		10.1		10.5		10.9		10.9		11.3		11.8		12.2		12.1		12.6		13.3		11.3		Â 		Â 

		1980		13.9		14.2		14.8		14.7		14.4		14.4		13.1		12.9		12.6		12.8		12.6		12.5		13.5		Â 		Â 

		1981		11.8		11.4		10.5		10		9.8		9.6		10.8		10.8		11		10.1		9.6		8.9		10.3		Â 		Â 

		1982		8.4		7.6		6.8		6.5		6.7		7.1		6.4		5.9		5		5.1		4.6		3.8		6.2		Â 		Â 

		1983		3.7		3.5		3.6		3.9		3.5		2.6		2.5		2.6		2.9		2.9		3.3		3.8		3.2		Â 		Â 						Exponential CPI Average Over Years

		1984		4.2		4.6		4.8		4.6		4.2		4.2		4.2		4.3		4.3		4.3		4.1		3.9		4.3		Â 		Â 				CPI		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

		1985		3.5		3.5		3.7		3.7		3.8		3.8		3.6		3.3		3.1		3.2		3.5		3.8		3.6		3.6		3.4				3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6

		1986		3.9		3.1		2.3		1.6		1.5		1.8		1.6		1.6		1.8		1.5		1.3		1.1		1.9		2.3		1.5				1.9		1.9		2.8		3.0		3.2		3.3		3.3		3.4		3.4		3.4		3.4

		1987		1.5		2.1		3		3.8		3.9		3.7		3.9		4.3		4.4		4.5		4.5		4.4		3.6		3		4.4				3.6		3.6		3.2		3.2		3.3		3.3		3.4		3.4		3.4		3.4		3.4

		1988		4		3.9		3.9		3.9		3.9		4		4.1		4		4.2		4.2		4.2		4.4		4.1		3.9		4.2				4.1		4.1		3.6		3.5		3.5		3.5		3.5		3.5		3.5		3.5		3.5

		1989		4.7		4.8		5		5.1		5.4		5.2		5		4.7		4.3		4.5		4.7		4.6		4.8		5.1		4.7				4.8		4.8		4.2		3.9		3.8		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.6

		1990		5.2		5.3		5.2		4.7		4.4		4.7		4.8		5.6		6.2		6.3		6.3		6.1		5.4		4.9		5.8				5.4		5.4		4.8		4.4		4.2		4.1		4.0		3.9		3.9		3.8		3.8

		1991		5.7		5.3		4.9		4.9		5		4.7		4.4		3.8		3.4		2.9		3		3.1		4.2		5.1		3.5				4.2		4.2		4.5		4.4		4.2		4.1		4.0		4.0		3.9		3.9		3.9

		1992		2.6		2.8		3.2		3.2		3		3.1		3.2		3.1		3		3.2		3		2.9		3.0		3		3.1				3.0		3		3.8		3.9		3.9		3.9		3.9		3.8		3.8		3.8		3.8

		1993		3.3		3.2		3.1		3.2		3.2		3		2.8		2.8		2.7		2.8		2.7		2.7		3.0		3.2		2.8				3.0		3		3.4		3.6		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.7		3.7

		1994		2.5		2.5		2.5		2.4		2.3		2.5		2.8		2.9		3		2.6		2.7		2.7		2.6		2.4		2.8				2.6		2.6		3.0		3.3		3.4		3.5		3.5		3.6		3.6		3.6		3.6

		1995		2.8		2.9		2.9		3.1		3.2		3		2.8		2.6		2.5		2.8		2.6		2.5		2.8		2.9		2.6				2.8		2.8		2.9		3.1		3.3		3.3		3.4		3.4		3.5		3.5		3.5

		1996		2.7		2.7		2.8		2.9		2.9		2.8		3		2.9		3		3		3.3		3.3		3.0		2.8		3.1				3.0		3		2.9		3.1		3.2		3.3		3.3		3.4		3.4		3.4		3.5

		1997		3		3		2.8		2.5		2.2		2.3		2.2		2.2		2.2		2.1		1.8		1.7		2.3		2.6		2.1				2.3		2.3		2.6		2.8		3.0		3.1		3.2		3.2		3.3		3.3		3.3

		1998		1.6		1.4		1.4		1.4		1.7		1.7		1.7		1.6		1.5		1.5		1.5		1.6		1.6		1.5		1.6				1.6		1.6		2.1		2.4		2.6		2.8		2.9		3.0		3.1		3.1		3.2

		1999		1.7		1.6		1.7		2.3		2.1		2		2.1		2.3		2.6		2.6		2.6		2.7		2.2		1.9		2.5				2.2		2.2		2.2		2.3		2.5		2.7		2.8		2.9		3.0		3.0		3.1

		2000		2.7		3.2		3.8		3.1		3.2		3.7		3.7		3.4		3.5		3.4		3.4		3.4		3.4		3.3		3.5				3.4		3.4		2.8		2.7		2.7		2.8		2.9		3.0		3.0		3.1		3.1

		2001		3.7		3.5		2.9		3.3		3.6		3.2		2.7		2.7		2.6		2.1		1.9		1.6		2.8		3.4		2.2				2.8		2.8		2.8		2.7		2.8		2.8		2.9		2.9		3.0		3.0		3.1

		2002		1.1		1.1		1.5		1.6		1.2		1.1		1.5		1.8		1.5		2		2.2		2.4		1.6		1.3		1.9				1.6		1.6		2.2		2.4		2.5		2.6		2.7		2.7		2.8		2.9		2.9

		2003		2.6		3		3		2.2		2.1		2.1		2.1		2.2		2.3		2		1.8		Â 		Â 		2.5		Â 

		Mean =																								Mean =		3.1055555556

		Std. Dev. =																								Std. Dev =		1.0524326007

		CPI last 10 years																												2.53





Percentages

				Retirement age and money in $1,000

		Age		66		70		66		70

		Chuck SSA		25		53		11%		19%

		Mary SSA		13		26		6%		9%

		Military		29		33		13%		12%

		EDO		13		13		6%		5%

		401(k) draw		144		159		64%		56%

		Total		224		284		100%		100%





Linear Growth

		What is the start age?				54		Start value		$169,487

		What is the end age?				55		End value		$189,480

		How many steps?				12

		Level		Value														Names of the months

		0		$169,487				---								0		---

		1		$171,153				Jan								1		Jan

		2		$172,819				Feb								2		Feb

		3		$174,485				Mar								3		Mar

		4		$176,151				Apr								4		Apr

		5		$177,817				May								5		May

		6		$179,483				Jun								6		Jun

		7		$181,149				Jul								7		Jul

		8		$182,815				Aug								8		Aug

		9		$184,482				Sep								9		Sep

		10		$186,148				Oct								10		Oct

		11		$187,814				Nov								11		Nov

		12		$189,480				Dec								12		Dec

		Ignore the rest		$191,146

		0		$0

		0		$0

		0		$0

		0		$0

		0		$0

		0		$0

		0		$0

		0		$0

		0		$0





Principal's Calculator

		Step		Action		Sample		Real				Gross Pay		$3,276.42

		1.1		% of you current incomed needed in retirement		80%		110%				Net Pay		$2,252.86

		1.2		Your current net monthly income		$2,500		$4,881				Take home %		69%

		1.3		Monthly total		$2,000		$5,369				Table 1 Social; Security Benefits								Table 2 Age to receive full social security benefit

												Annual income		Annual Benefit		Monthly benefit				Retirement age		Withdrawl %		Inflation factor

		2.1		SSA monthly benefit		$658		$995		48		$20,000		$8,364		$697				50		0.0422		0.61

		2.2		Adjust for inflation		0.78		0.78		70		$25,000		$9,444		$787				51		0.043		0.62

		2.3		Monthly income		$513		$776				$30,000		$10,524		$877				52		0.0438		0.63

												$35,000		$11,604		$967				53		0.0447		0.64

		3.1		Savings current balance		$70,000		$0				$40,000		$12,684		$1,057				54		0.0456		0.64

		3.2		Total		$70,000		$0				$45,000		$13,764		$1,147				55		0.0466		0.65

		3.3		Withdrawl rate		0.07		0.07				$50,000		$14,844		$1,237				56		0.0476		0.66

		3.4		Multiply		$4,991		$0				$55,000		$15,924		$1,327				57		0.0487		0.67

		3.5		Growth factor		2.06		2.06				$60,000		$17,004		$1,417				58		0.0499		0.68

		3.6		Multiply		$10,281		$0				$65,000		$17,808		$1,484				59		0.0511		0.68

		3.7		Monthly		$857		$0				$70,000		$18,312		$1,526				60		0.0524		0.69

												$75,000		$18,816		$1,568				61		0.0538		0.70

		4.1		Retirement balance								$80,000		$19,320		$1,610				62		0.0553		0.71

				401 (k)		$38,000		$75,000				$87,000		$20,004		$1,667				63		0.0568		0.72

				Pension (1) yearly amount		$0		$9,500												64		0.0585		0.73

				Pension (2) yearly amount				$12,000												65		0.0603		0.74

		4.2		Total		$38,000		$75,000				Table 3 Growth and annuity factors								66		0.0622		0.74

		4.3		Withdrawl rate		0.07		0.07				Years to retire		Growth factor		Annuity factor				67		0.0643		0.75

		4.4		Multiply		$2,709		$5,348				1		1.04		8.28				68		0.0665		0.76

		4.5		Growth		2.06		2.06				2		1.08		4.09				69		0.0688		0.77

		4.6		Multiply		$5,581		$32,516				3		1.11		2.69				70		0.0713		0.78

		4.7		Monthly		$465		$2,710				4		1.16		1.99				71		0.0739		0.79

												5		1.20		1.57				72		0.0768		0.79

		5.1		Total monthly		$1,835		$3,486				6		1.24		1.29				73		0.0799		0.80

												7		1.29		1.09				74		0.0831		0.81

		6.1		Monthly need		$2,000		$5,369				8		1.34		0.94				75		0.0867		0.82

		6.2		Monthly saved		$1,835		$3,486				9		1.39		0.82

		6.3		Difference		$165		$1,883				10		1.44		0.73

												11		1.49		0.65

		7.1		Monthly need		$165		$1,883				12		1.54		0.59

		7.2		Yearly need		$1,981		$22,600				13		1.60		0.54

		7.3		Withdrawl rate		0.07		0.07				14		1.66		0.49

		7.4		Divide		$27,779		$316,976				15		1.72		0.45

		7.5		Annuity rate		0.31		0.31				16		1.79		0.41

		7.6		Multiply		$8,611		$98,263				17		1.85		0.38

		7.7		Monthly need		$86		$983				18		1.92		0.36

												19		1.99		0.33

		8.1		Additional need		$86		$983				20		2.06		0.31

		8.2		Divide		0.03		0.20

		8.3		Monthly %		3.44%		20.13%





Salary vs CPI

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

		2001		175.1		175.8		176.2		176.9		177.7		178		177.5		177.5		178.3		177.7		177.4		176.7

		2002		177.1		177.8		178.8		179.8		179.8		179.9		180.1		180.7		181		181.3		181.3		180.9

		2003		181.7		183.1		184.2		183.8		183.5		183.7		183.9		184.6		185.2		185		184.5		184.3

		2004		185.2		186.2		187.4		188		189.1		189.7		189.4		189.5		189.9		190.9		191		190.3

		2005		190.7		191.8		193.3		194.6		194.4		194.5		195.4		196.4		198.8		199.2		197.6		196.8

		2006		198.3		198.7		199.8		201.5		202.5		202.9		203.5		203.9

		CPI percent increase of same month from previous year																										Monthly Average

		2002		1.1%		1.1%		1.5%		1.6%		1.2%		1.1%		1.5%		1.8%		1.5%		2.0%		2.2%		2.4%		1.6%

		2003		2.6%		3.0%		3.0%		2.2%		2.1%		2.1%		2.1%		2.2%		2.3%		2.0%		1.8%		1.9%		2.3%

		2004		1.9%		1.7%		1.7%		2.3%		3.1%		3.3%		3.0%		2.7%		2.5%		3.2%		3.5%		3.3%		2.7%

		2005		3.0%		3.0%		3.1%		3.5%		2.8%		2.5%		3.2%		3.6%		4.7%		4.3%		3.5%		3.4%		3.4%

		2006		4.0%		3.6%		3.4%		3.5%		4.2%		4.3%		4.1%		3.8%		-100.0%		-100.0%		-100.0%		-100.0%		-30.8%

		Effective date		Salary		% change		May CPI increase		Annual CPI

		1/16/04		$2,981.55

		5/21/04		$3,132.40		5.1%		3.1%		2.7%

		5/20/05		$3,289.26		5.0%		2.8%		3.4%

		5/16/06		$3,421.03		4.0%		4.2%		-30.8%
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"Chuck Cartledge"


## https://stackoverflow.com/questions/19343133/setting-upper-and-lower-limits-in-rnorm
    ## https://stackoverflow.com/questions/14069629/how-can-i-plot-data-with-confidence-intervals

rm(list=ls())

library(MASS)
library(xlsx)

plotStockMarket <- function(saveImage=FALSE, imageFileNameIncrease, imageFileNameAbsolute, dataFileName)
{
    data <- read.csv(file=dataFileName, header=TRUE, sep=",")

    setPlotParams(saveImage, imageFileNameAbsolute)

    plot(data[["Adj.Close"]],
         ylab="Adjusted Close Value",
         xaxt = "n",
         xlab="Year",
         main=sprintf("Monthly DJIA Adjusted Closing Value\n%s to %s",
                      data[["Date"]][1],
                      data[["Date"]][nrow(data)])
         )

    temp <- (2019 - 1985) * 12 + 6
    temp <- seq(1, temp, by=12)
    axis(1, at=temp, labels=1985:2019)

    data$percentageIncrease <- 0
    for (i in 2:nrow(data))
    {
        data$percentageIncrease[i] <- (data[["Adj.Close"]][i-1] - data[["Adj.Close"]][i])/data[["Adj.Close"]][i-1]
    }

    data$percentageIncrease <- data$percentageIncrease * 100

    temp <- 1:nrow(data)
    model <- rlm(data$percentageIncrease ~ temp)

    newx <- 1:nrow(data)
    preds <- predict(model,
                     newdata = data.frame(x=newx), 
                     interval = 'confidence')
    clearPlotParams(saveImage)

    setPlotParams(saveImage, imageFileNameIncrease)
    
    plot(data$percentageIncrease,
         ylab="Percentage Change",
         xaxt = "n",
         xlab="Year",
         main=sprintf("Monthly DJIA Adjusted Yearly Close Percentage Change\n%s to %s was %.1f%s",
                      data[["Date"]][1],
                      data[["Date"]][nrow(data)],
                      model[["coefficients"]][2] * 12 * 100,
                      "%"),
         type="n"
         )

    temp <- (2019 - 1985) * 12 + 6
    temp <- seq(1, temp, by=12)
    axis(1, at=temp, labels=1985:2019)

    polygon(c(rev(newx), newx), c(rev(preds[ ,3]), preds[ ,2]), col = 'grey80', border = NA)
    lines(newx, preds[ ,3], lty = 'dashed', col = 'red')
    lines(newx, preds[ ,2], lty = 'dashed', col = 'red')

    points(data$percentageIncrease)

    abline(model, col="green", lwd=2)
    print("Monthly DJIA Adjusted Close Percentage Change model:")
    print(model)

    clearPlotParams(saveImage)
    
}

setPlotParams <- function(saveOrNot, imageFileName)
{
    if (saveOrNot == TRUE)
    {
        png(filename = imageFileName, width=960, height=960)
    }
}

clearPlotParams <- function(saveOrNot)
{
    if (saveOrNot == TRUE)
    {
        dev.off()
    }
}


mysamp <- function(n, m, s, lwr, upr, rounding) {
  samp <- round(rnorm(n, m, s), rounding)
  samp[samp < lwr] <- lwr
  samp[samp > upr] <- upr
  samp
}

plotRaises <- function(saveImage=FALSE, imageFileName)
{
    set.seed(8)
    ## data <- mysamp(n=10, m=39.74, s=25.09, lwr=0, upr=340, rounding=3)

    inflation <- mysamp(n=10, m=2.5, s=0.9, lwr=0, upr=340, rounding=3)

    raises <- mysamp(n=length(inflation),
                     m=0.5, s=0.1, lwr=0, upr=340, rounding=3)

    raises <- inflation + raises

    model <- rlm(raises ~ inflation)

    setPlotParams(saveImage, imageFileName)
    
    plot(inflation, raises,
         xlab="Yearly inflation",
         ylab="Yearly raise",
         main=sprintf("Yearly raises are %.1f%s more than inflation.",
                      model[["coefficients"]][1],
                      "%"))

    abline(model)

    clearPlotParams(saveImage)
}


plotYearlyCPIPercentageIncrease <- function(saveImage=FALSE,
                                            imageFileNameIncrease,
                                            imageFileNameAbsolute,
                                            dataFile)
{
    data <- read.xlsx(file=dataFile,
                      sheetIndex=1,
                      startRow=12)

    data$yearPercentIncrease <- 0
    for (i in 2:nrow(data))
    {
        data$yearPercentIncrease[i] <- (data[["Dec"]][i] - data[["Dec"]][i - 1]) / (data[["Dec"]][i-1])
    }

    data$yearPercentIncrease[which(is.na(data$yearPercentIncrease))] <- 0
    data$yearPercentIncrease <- data$yearPercentIncrease * 100
    
    temp <- 1:length(data$yearPercentIncrease)
    model <- rlm(data$yearPercentIncrease ~ temp)

    newx <- 1:nrow(data)
    preds <- predict(model,
                     newdata = data.frame(x=newx), 
                     interval = 'confidence')

    setPlotParams(saveImage, imageFileNameIncrease)

    plot(data$yearPercentIncrease,
         ylab="Percentage yearly CPI increase",
         xaxt = "n",
         xlab="Year",
         main=sprintf("Historical yearly percentage change in CPI: %.1f%s",
                      model[["coefficients"]][1],
                      "%"),
         type="n"
         )

    polygon(c(rev(newx), newx), c(rev(preds[ ,3]), preds[ ,2]), col = 'grey80', border = NA)
    lines(newx, preds[ ,3], lty = 'dashed', col = 'red')
    lines(newx, preds[ ,2], lty = 'dashed', col = 'red')

    points(data$yearPercentIncrease)
    
    axis(1, at=temp, labels=data$Year)

    abline(model, col="green", lwd=2)
    clearPlotParams(saveImage)

    print("Historical yearly CPI change model:")
    print(model)

## set.seed(1234)
## x <- rnorm(20)
## df <- data.frame(x = x,
##                  y = x + rnorm(20))

## plot(y ~ x, data = df)

## # model
## mod <- lm(y ~ x, data = df)

# predicts + interval
##     print(preds)
## print(newx)
# plot
## plot(y ~ x, data = df, type = 'n')
# add fill
    
    setPlotParams(saveImage, imageFileNameAbsolute)
    
    plot(data$Dec,
         ylab="Absolute yearly CPI value",
         xaxt = "n",
         xlab="Year",
         main=sprintf("CPI from %.0f to %.0f",
                      data$Year[1],
                      data$Year[nrow(data)]
                      )
         )
    axis(1, at=1:nrow(data), labels=data$Year)

    ## chuck
    ## print(head(data))
    years <- which(data$Year >= 1970)
    ## print(years)
    temp <- data$Year[years]
    model <- rlm(data$Dec[years] ~ temp)

    ## print(model)
    new <- data.frame(Dec=data$Dec[years])
    preds <- predict(model,
                     newData = new,
                     interval="confidence")
    ## print(preds)
    ## print(str(preds))
    ## print(nrow(data))
    ## print(length(c(0,preds[,1])))
    ## print(preds[,1])
    ## points(c(preds[1,1],preds[,1]), (0:72)+1947, col="red")
    points(years[-1], preds[,1], col="blue", typ="l")
    ## chuck
    clearPlotParams(saveImage)
}

main <- function()
{
    captureImages <-TRUE
    for (i in 1:3)
    {
        switch(as.character(i),
               "1" = {
                   plotRaises(saveImage=captureImages,
                              imageFileName="../Images/raises.png")
               },
               "2" = {
                   plotYearlyCPIPercentageIncrease(saveImage=captureImages,
                                                   imageFileNameIncrease="../Images/increaseCPI.png",
                                                   imageFileNameAbsolute="../Images/absoluteCPI.png",
                                                   dataFile="../Data/SeriesReport-20190609124534_50d1fe.xlsx")
                   
               },
               "3" = {
                   plotStockMarket(saveImage=captureImages,
                                   imageFileNameAbsolute="../Images/stockMarketAbsolute.png",
                                   imageFileNameIncrease="../Images/stockMarketIncrease.png",
                                   dataFileName="../Data/DJI.csv")
                   
               })
    }
    
    print("The program has ended.")
}

d <- main()


"Chuck Cartledge"


BLS Data Series

		CPI-All Urban Consumers (Current Series)

		Original Data Value



		Series Id:		CUSR0000SA0

		Seasonally Adjusted

		Series Title:		All items in U.S. city average, all urban consumers, seasonally adjusted

		Area:		U.S. city average

		Item:		All items

		Base Period:		1982-84=100

		Years:		1947 to 2019

		Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Annual		HALF1		HALF2

		1947		21.48		21.62		22.00		22.00		21.95		22.08		22.23		22.40		22.84		22.91		23.06		23.41

		1948		23.68		23.67		23.50		23.82		24.01		24.15		24.40		24.43		24.36		24.31		24.16		24.05

		1949		24.01		23.91		23.91		23.92		23.91		23.92		23.70		23.70		23.75		23.67		23.70		23.61

		1950		23.51		23.61		23.64		23.65		23.77		23.88		24.07		24.20		24.34		24.50		24.60		24.98

		1951		25.38		25.83		25.88		25.92		25.99		25.93		25.91		25.86		26.03		26.16		26.32		26.47

		1952		26.45		26.41		26.39		26.46		26.47		26.53		26.68		26.69		26.63		26.69		26.69		26.71

		1953		26.64		26.59		26.63		26.69		26.70		26.77		26.79		26.85		26.89		26.95		26.85		26.87

		1954		26.94		26.99		26.93		26.86		26.93		26.94		26.86		26.85		26.81		26.72		26.78		26.77

		1955		26.77		26.82		26.79		26.79		26.77		26.71		26.76		26.72		26.85		26.82		26.88		26.87

		1956		26.83		26.86		26.89		26.93		27.03		27.15		27.29		27.31		27.35		27.51		27.51		27.63

		1957		27.67		27.80		27.86		27.93		28.00		28.11		28.19		28.28		28.32		28.32		28.41		28.47

		1958		28.64		28.70		28.87		28.94		28.94		28.91		28.89		28.94		28.91		28.91		28.95		28.97

		1959		29.01		29.00		28.97		28.98		29.04		29.11		29.15		29.18		29.25		29.35		29.35		29.41

		1960		29.37		29.41		29.41		29.54		29.57		29.61		29.55		29.61		29.61		29.75		29.78		29.81

		1961		29.84		29.84		29.84		29.81		29.84		29.84		29.92		29.94		29.98		29.98		29.98		30.01

		1962		30.04		30.11		30.17		30.21		30.24		30.21		30.22		30.28		30.42		30.38		30.38		30.38

		1963		30.44		30.48		30.51		30.48		30.51		30.61		30.69		30.75		30.72		30.75		30.78		30.88

		1964		30.94		30.91		30.94		30.95		30.98		31.01		31.02		31.05		31.08		31.12		31.21		31.25

		1965		31.28		31.28		31.31		31.38		31.48		31.61		31.58		31.55		31.62		31.65		31.75		31.85

		1966		31.88		32.08		32.18		32.28		32.35		32.38		32.45		32.65		32.75		32.85		32.88		32.92

		1967		32.90		33.00		33.00		33.10		33.10		33.30		33.40		33.50		33.60		33.70		33.90		34.00

		1968		34.10		34.20		34.30		34.40		34.50		34.70		34.90		35.00		35.10		35.30		35.40		35.60

		1969		35.70		35.80		36.10		36.30		36.40		36.60		36.80		36.90		37.10		37.30		37.50		37.70

		1970		37.90		38.10		38.30		38.50		38.60		38.80		38.90		39.00		39.20		39.40		39.60		39.80

		1971		39.90		39.90		40.00		40.10		40.30		40.50		40.60		40.70		40.80		40.90		41.00		41.10

		1972		41.20		41.40		41.40		41.50		41.60		41.70		41.80		41.90		42.10		42.20		42.40		42.50

		1973		42.70		43.00		43.40		43.70		43.90		44.20		44.20		45.00		45.20		45.60		45.90		46.30

		1974		46.80		47.30		47.80		48.10		48.60		49.00		49.30		49.90		50.60		51.00		51.50		51.90

		1975		52.30		52.60		52.80		53.00		53.10		53.50		54.00		54.20		54.60		54.90		55.30		55.60

		1976		55.80		55.90		56.00		56.10		56.40		56.70		57.00		57.30		57.60		57.90		58.10		58.40

		1977		58.70		59.30		59.60		60.00		60.20		60.50		60.80		61.10		61.30		61.60		62.00		62.30

		1978		62.70		63.00		63.40		63.90		64.50		65.00		65.50		65.90		66.50		67.10		67.50		67.90

		1979		68.50		69.20		69.90		70.60		71.40		72.20		73.00		73.70		74.40		75.20		76.00		76.90

		1980		78.00		79.00		80.10		80.90		81.70		82.50		82.60		83.20		83.90		84.70		85.60		86.40

		1981		87.20		88.00		88.60		89.10		89.70		90.50		91.50		92.20		93.10		93.40		93.80		94.10

		1982		94.40		94.70		94.70		95.00		95.90		97.00		97.50		97.70		97.70		98.10		98.00		97.70

		1983		97.90		98.00		98.10		98.80		99.20		99.40		99.80		100.10		100.40		100.80		101.10		101.40

		1984		102.10		102.60		102.90		103.30		103.50		103.70		104.10		104.40		104.70		105.10		105.30		105.50

		1985		105.70		106.30		106.80		107.00		107.20		107.50		107.70		107.90		108.10		108.50		109.00		109.50

		1986		109.90		109.70		109.10		108.70		109.00		109.40		109.50		109.60		110.00		110.20		110.40		110.80

		1987		111.40		111.80		112.20		112.70		113.00		113.50		113.80		114.30		114.70		115.00		115.40		115.60

		1988		116.00		116.20		116.50		117.20		117.50		118.00		118.50		119.00		119.50		119.90		120.30		120.70

		1989		121.20		121.60		122.20		123.10		123.70		124.10		124.50		124.50		124.80		125.40		125.90		126.30

		1990		127.50		128.00		128.60		128.90		129.10		129.90		130.50		131.60		132.50		133.40		133.70		134.20

		1991		134.70		134.80		134.80		135.10		135.60		136.00		136.20		136.60		137.00		137.20		137.80		138.20

		1992		138.30		138.60		139.10		139.40		139.70		140.10		140.50		140.80		141.10		141.70		142.10		142.30

		1993		142.80		143.10		143.30		143.80		144.20		144.30		144.50		144.80		145.00		145.60		146.00		146.30

		1994		146.30		146.70		147.10		147.20		147.50		147.90		148.40		149.00		149.30		149.40		149.80		150.10

		1995		150.50		150.90		151.20		151.80		152.10		152.40		152.60		152.90		153.10		153.50		153.70		153.90

		1996		154.70		155.00		155.50		156.10		156.40		156.70		157.00		157.20		157.70		158.20		158.70		159.10

		1997		159.40		159.70		159.80		159.90		159.90		160.20		160.40		160.80		161.20		161.50		161.70		161.80

		1998		162.00		162.00		162.00		162.20		162.60		162.80		163.20		163.40		163.50		163.90		164.10		164.40

		1999		164.70		164.70		164.80		165.90		166.00		166.00		166.70		167.10		167.80		168.10		168.40		168.80

		2000		169.30		170.00		171.00		170.90		171.20		172.20		172.70		172.70		173.60		173.90		174.20		174.60

		2001		175.60		176.00		176.10		176.40		177.30		177.70		177.40		177.40		178.10		177.60		177.50		177.40

		2002		177.7		178.0		178.5		179.3		179.5		179.6		180.0		180.5		180.8		181.2		181.5		181.8

		2003		182.6		183.6		183.9		183.2		182.9		183.1		183.7		184.5		185.1		184.9		185.0		185.5

		2004		186.3		186.7		187.1		187.4		188.2		188.9		189.1		189.2		189.8		190.8		191.7		191.7

		2005		191.6		192.4		193.1		193.7		193.6		193.7		194.9		196.1		198.8		199.1		198.1		198.1

		2006		199.3		199.4		199.7		200.7		201.3		201.8		202.9		203.8		202.8		201.9		202.0		203.1

		2007		203.437		204.226		205.288		205.904		206.755		207.234		207.603		207.667		208.547		209.190		210.834		211.445

		2008		212.174		212.687		213.448		213.942		215.208		217.463		219.016		218.690		218.877		216.995		213.153		211.398

		2009		211.933		212.705		212.495		212.709		213.022		214.790		214.726		215.445		215.861		216.509		217.234		217.347

		2010		217.488		217.281		217.353		217.403		217.290		217.199		217.605		217.923		218.275		219.035		219.590		220.472

		2011		221.187		221.898		223.046		224.093		224.806		224.806		225.395		226.106		226.597		226.750		227.169		227.223

		2012		227.842		228.329		228.807		229.187		228.713		228.524		228.590		229.918		231.015		231.638		231.249		231.221

		2013		231.679		232.937		232.282		231.797		231.893		232.445		232.900		233.456		233.544		233.669		234.100		234.719

		2014		235.288		235.547		236.028		236.468		236.918		237.231		237.498		237.460		237.477		237.430		236.983		236.252

		2015		234.718		235.236		236.005		236.156		236.974		237.684		238.053		238.028		237.506		237.781		238.016		237.817

		2016		237.833		237.469		238.038		238.827		239.464		240.167		240.150		240.602		241.051		241.691		242.029		242.772

		2017		243.780		243.961		243.749		244.051		243.962		244.182		244.390		245.297		246.418		246.587		247.332		247.901

		2018		248.884		249.369		249.498		249.956		250.646		251.134		251.597		251.879		252.010		252.794		252.760		252.723

		2019		252.673		253.113		254.148		254.958





Bureau of Labor Statistics	


Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics		Generated on: June 9, 2019 (12:45:34 PM)





		Date		Open		High		Low		Close		Adj Close		Volume

		1985-01-01		1277.719971		1305.099976		1266.890015		1286.770020		1286.770020		44450000

		1985-02-01		1276.939941		1307.530029		1263.910034		1284.010010		1284.010010		207300000

		1985-03-01		1285.339966		1309.959961		1242.819946		1266.780029		1266.780029		201050000

		1985-04-01		1264.800049		1290.300049		1245.800049		1258.060059		1258.060059		187110000

		1985-05-01		1257.180054		1320.790039		1235.530029		1315.410034		1315.410034		242250000

		1985-06-01		1321.239990		1341.170044		1285.390015		1335.459961		1335.459961		205340000

		1985-07-01		1334.010010		1372.199951		1313.400024		1347.449951		1347.449951		235130000

		1985-08-01		1350.020020		1361.900024		1303.650024		1334.010010		1334.010010		176010000

		1985-09-01		1333.670044		1348.229980		1283.709961		1328.630005		1328.630005		196960000

		1985-10-01		1329.640015		1384.630005		1315.189941		1374.310059		1374.310059		253060000

		1985-11-01		1372.130005		1486.930054		1367.780029		1472.130005		1472.130005		303580000

		1985-12-01		1471.329956		1570.869995		1450.339966		1546.670044		1546.670044		361820000

		1986-01-01		1546.219971		1582.910034		1491.739990		1570.989990		1570.989990		311020000

		1986-02-01		1570.530029		1732.569946		1564.329956		1709.060059		1709.060059		336860000

		1986-03-01		1706.189941		1849.739990		1663.069946		1818.609985		1818.609985		355900000

		1986-04-01		1822.079956		1870.160034		1712.520020		1783.979980		1783.979980		441280000

		1986-05-01		1777.900024		1898.219971		1746.530029		1876.709961		1876.709961		299610000

		1986-06-01		1874.189941		1908.619995		1816.069946		1892.719971		1892.719971		264770000

		1986-07-01		1889.760010		1922.670044		1741.560059		1775.310059		1775.310059		341490000

		1986-08-01		1775.310059		1918.589966		1730.599976		1898.339966		1898.339966		297880000

		1986-09-01		1903.260010		1933.349976		1732.989990		1767.579956		1767.579956		401220000

		1986-10-01		1775.030029		1894.689941		1761.250000		1877.709961		1877.709961		399830000

		1986-11-01		1880.619995		1926.459961		1797.099976		1914.229980		1914.229980		365620000

		1986-12-01		1900.170044		1971.739990		1880.479980		1895.949951		1895.949951		404320000

		1987-01-01		1900.589966		2214.570068		1897.359985		2158.040039		2158.040039		536660000

		1987-02-01		2152.979980		2266.449951		2134.419922		2223.989990		2223.989990		428960000

		1987-03-01		2228.209961		2399.570068		2209.080078		2304.689941		2304.689941		440920000

		1987-04-01		2277.129883		2428.409912		2180.540039		2286.360107		2286.360107		561360000

		1987-05-01		2282.239990		2380.770020		2188.530029		2291.570068		2291.570068		476490000

		1987-06-01		2309.620117		2466.040039		2260.620117		2418.530029		2418.530029		422990000

		1987-07-01		2410.080078		2588.330078		2391.260010		2572.070068		2572.070068		490720000

		1987-08-01		2547.830078		2746.649902		2525.989990		2662.949951		2662.949951		505680000

		1987-09-01		2666.770020		2695.469971		2468.989990		2596.280029		2596.280029		465230000

		1987-10-01		2601.500000		2662.370117		1616.209961		1993.530029		1993.530029		829250000

		1987-11-01		1972.650024		2027.520020		1795.260010		1833.550049		1833.550049		436510000

		1987-12-01		1860.250000		2019.560059		1733.920044		1938.829956		1938.829956		457110000

		1988-01-01		1952.589966		2075.270020		1845.989990		1958.219971		1958.219971		433000000

		1988-02-01		1972.810059		2078.080078		1878.150024		2071.620117		2071.620117		464340000

		1988-03-01		2074.929932		2110.909912		1951.260010		1988.060059		1988.060059		431700000

		1988-04-01		1989.890015		2121.350098		1968.000000		2032.329956		2032.329956		413590000

		1988-05-01		2032.160034		2071.949951		1921.579956		2031.119995		2031.119995		405210000

		1988-06-01		2029.339966		2169.100098		2021.339966		2141.709961		2141.709961		486100000

		1988-07-01		2144.909912		2169.449951		2047.300049		2128.729980		2128.729980		318910000

		1988-08-01		2126.239990		2151.850098		1978.660034		2031.650024		2031.650024		367390000

		1988-09-01		2023.109985		2140.290039		1988.439941		2112.909912		2112.909912		331310000

		1988-10-01		2110.770020		2195.060059		2082.330078		2148.649902		2148.649902		387840000

		1988-11-01		2145.090088		2185.989990		2026.670044		2114.510010		2114.510010		332270000

		1988-12-01		2110.949951		2193.750000		2075.389893		2168.570068		2168.570068		302480000

		1989-01-01		2163.209961		2350.179932		2127.139893		2342.320068		2342.320068		437810000

		1989-02-01		2334.290039		2369.290039		2232.139893		2258.389893		2258.389893		394580000

		1989-03-01		2267.320068		2351.070068		2234.459961		2293.620117		2293.620117		407630000

		1989-04-01		2296.189941		2433.100098		2282.070068		2418.800049		2418.800049		369260000

		1989-05-01		2402.489990		2521.629883		2356.300049		2480.149902		2480.149902		470970000

		1989-06-01		2477.669922		2544.949951		2412.939941		2440.060059		2440.060059		517370000

		1989-07-01		2448.790039		2668.250000		2431.530029		2660.659912		2660.659912		363700000

		1989-08-01		2665.969971		2758.729980		2426.330078		2737.270020		2737.270020		478330000

		1989-09-01		2732.330078		2768.239990		2636.780029		2692.820068		2692.820068		365600000

		1989-10-01		2692.820068		2809.080078		2496.929932		2645.080078		2645.080078		546520000

		1989-11-01		2640.570068		2718.219971		2563.110107		2706.270020		2706.270020		360280000

		1989-12-01		2712.669922		2784.770020		2658.699951		2753.199951		2753.199951		371300000

		1990-01-01		2748.719971		2834.040039		2513.060059		2590.540039		2590.540039		474840000

		1990-02-01		2594.139893		2674.320068		2540.989990		2627.250000		2627.250000		354130000

		1990-03-01		2621.620117		2775.000000		2607.879883		2707.209961		2707.209961		428150000

		1990-04-01		2684.010010		2793.469971		2627.699951		2656.760010		2656.760010		322230000

		1990-05-01		2668.459961		2908.209961		2651.350098		2876.659912		2876.659912		438950000

		1990-06-01		2900.969971		2956.929932		2821.530029		2880.689941		2880.689941		431010000

		1990-07-01		2883.169922		3024.260010		2833.169922		2905.199951		2905.199951		422380000

		1990-08-01		2909.899902		2931.189941		2459.409912		2614.360107		2614.360107		591380000

		1990-09-01		2590.840088		2665.350098		2367.820068		2452.479980		2452.479980		362900000

		1990-10-01		2474.250000		2565.350098		2344.310059		2442.330078		2442.330078		483000000

		1990-11-01		2441.830078		2581.189941		2415.590088		2559.649902		2559.649902		383280000

		1990-12-01		2572.270020		2662.620117		2534.649902		2633.659912		2633.659912		358840000

		1991-01-01		2627.229980		2747.280029		2447.030029		2736.389893		2736.389893		463830000

		1991-02-01		2735.389893		2955.199951		2694.310059		2882.179932		2882.179932		538640000

		1991-03-01		2859.649902		3017.820068		2829.209961		2913.860107		2913.860107		466850000

		1991-04-01		2901.979980		3030.449951		2848.510010		2887.870117		2887.870117		462060000

		1991-05-01		2901.479980		3044.500000		2834.530029		3027.500000		3027.500000		427100000

		1991-06-01		3023.030029		3057.469971		2879.250000		2906.750000		2906.750000		384160000

		1991-07-01		2925.540039		3039.580078		2897.360107		3024.820068		3024.820068		368370000

		1991-08-01		3022.800049		3068.649902		2836.310059		3043.600098		3043.600098		424680000

		1991-09-01		3042.040039		3066.639893		2963.100098		3016.770020		3016.770020		372770000

		1991-10-01		3026.159912		3091.010010		2925.540039		3069.100098		3069.100098		453990000

		1991-11-01		3075.360107		3091.909912		2861.139893		2894.679932		2894.679932		386040000

		1991-12-01		2866.280029		3204.610107		2832.290039		3168.830078		3168.830078		455170000

		1992-01-01		3152.100098		3299.189941		3139.310059		3223.399902		3223.399902		561160000

		1992-02-01		3223.399902		3293.379883		3207.959961		3267.699951		3267.699951		411150000

		1992-03-01		3267.699951		3299.639893		3188.280029		3235.500000		3235.500000		402410000

		1992-04-01		3235.500000		3366.500000		3161.229980		3359.100098		3359.100098		458300000

		1992-05-01		3359.100098		3440.669922		3324.020020		3396.899902		3396.899902		388240000

		1992-06-01		3396.899902		3422.280029		3254.050049		3318.500000		3318.500000		475360000

		1992-07-01		3318.800049		3402.959961		3266.530029		3393.800049		3393.800049		449770000

		1992-08-01		3393.800049		3399.989990		3207.100098		3257.399902		3257.399902		363380000

		1992-09-01		3257.399902		3376.489990		3242.760010		3271.699951		3271.699951		436570000

		1992-10-01		3271.699951		3280.850098		3095.790039		3226.300049		3226.300049		530760000

		1992-11-01		3226.300049		3308.409912		3184.669922		3305.199951		3305.199951		452340000

		1992-12-01		3305.199951		3352.709961		3248.159912		3301.110107		3301.110107		510650000

		1993-01-01		3301.100098		3320.830078		3231.949951		3310.000000		3310.000000		620010000

		1993-02-01		3310.000000		3456.729980		3266.800049		3370.810059		3370.810059		577510000

		1993-03-01		3370.800049		3482.120117		3343.260010		3435.110107		3435.110107		586100000

		1993-04-01		3435.100098		3481.580078		3363.790039		3427.550049		3427.550049		645990000

		1993-05-01		3439.399902		3565.070068		3415.330078		3527.429932		3527.429932		472660000

		1993-06-01		3527.399902		3569.780029		3462.659912		3516.080078		3516.080078		461140000

		1993-07-01		3516.100098		3583.500000		3449.899902		3539.469971		3539.469971		500980000

		1993-08-01		3539.500000		3663.830078		3536.959961		3651.250000		3651.250000		526610000

		1993-09-01		3651.300049		3655.719971		3507.060059		3555.120117		3555.120117		487790000

		1993-10-01		3555.100098		3708.820068		3553.719971		3680.590088		3680.590088		529130000

		1993-11-01		3680.600098		3717.760010		3600.669922		3683.949951		3683.949951		576680000

		1993-12-01		3685.100098		3799.919922		3685.060059		3754.090088		3754.090088		517250000

		1994-01-01		3754.100098		3985.959961		3742.810059		3978.360107		3978.360107		619530000

		1994-02-01		3978.399902		3982.020020		3632.020020		3832.020020		3832.020020		508560000

		1994-03-01		3832.000000		3895.939941		3559.090088		3635.959961		3635.959961		667490000

		1994-04-01		3634.500000		3710.840088		3552.469971		3681.689941		3681.689941		566680000

		1994-05-01		3681.699951		3772.790039		3623.100098		3758.370117		3758.370117		533470000

		1994-06-01		3758.399902		3823.389893		3610.399902		3624.959961		3624.959961		554560000

		1994-07-01		3625.000000		3770.000000		3623.020020		3764.500000		3764.500000		450610000

		1994-08-01		3764.500000		3939.320068		3736.330078		3913.419922		3913.419922		625170000

		1994-09-01		3913.100098		3992.639893		3820.310059		3843.189941		3843.189941		591450000

		1994-10-01		3843.199951		3949.840088		3747.969971		3908.120117		3908.120117		636250000

		1994-11-01		3907.780029		3907.780029		3638.629883		3739.229980		3739.229980		613270000

		1994-12-01		3739.199951		3866.399902		3655.110107		3834.439941		3834.439941		543610000

		1995-01-01		3834.399902		3936.719971		3817.260010		3843.860107		3843.860107		615760000

		1995-02-01		3843.899902		4021.229980		3831.409912		4011.050049		4011.050049		576090000

		1995-03-01		4011.100098		4198.839844		3945.689941		4157.689941		4157.689941		702540000

		1995-04-01		4157.700195		4328.529785		4155.959961		4321.270020		4321.270020		547570000

		1995-05-01		4321.299805		4465.140137		4301.560059		4465.140137		4465.140137		689940000

		1995-06-01		4465.100098		4593.100098		4406.689941		4556.100098		4556.100098		641520000

		1995-07-01		4556.100098		4747.209961		4551.250000		4708.470215		4708.470215		665580000

		1995-08-01		4708.500000		4754.959961		4570.850098		4610.560059		4610.560059		623030000

		1995-09-01		4610.200195		4816.540039		4607.029785		4789.080078		4789.080078		707190000

		1995-10-01		4789.799805		4816.899902		4659.740234		4755.479980		4755.479980		685570000

		1995-11-01		4753.700195		5118.930176		4744.640137		5074.490234		5074.490234		598970000

		1995-12-01		5075.600098		5235.620117		5051.729980		5117.120117		5117.120117		601160000

		1996-01-01		5115.700195		5408.669922		5014.520020		5395.299805		5395.299805		851030000

		1996-02-01		5394.899902		5659.399902		5348.339844		5485.620117		5485.620117		769130000

		1996-03-01		5488.200195		5709.970215		5424.200195		5587.140137		5587.140137		831070000

		1996-04-01		5588.600098		5697.689941		5415.529785		5569.080078		5569.080078		756530000

		1996-05-01		5567.600098		5796.100098		5342.200195		5643.180176		5643.180176		801900000

		1996-06-01		5643.899902		5742.540039		5580.379883		5654.629883		5654.629883		647790000

		1996-07-01		5654.600098		5733.310059		5182.319824		5528.910156		5528.910156		781850000

		1996-08-01		5528.899902		5739.020020		5524.100098		5616.209961		5616.209961		615820000

		1996-09-01		5611.799805		5929.890137		5561.459961		5882.169922		5882.169922		649320000

		1996-10-01		5878.399902		6133.729980		5861.669922		6029.379883		6029.379883		766260000

		1996-11-01		6027.100098		6589.529785		5998.819824		6521.700195		6521.700195		741560000

		1996-12-01		6520.600098		6587.049805		6236.049805		6448.270020		6448.270020		781180000

		1997-01-01		6447.500000		6906.600098		6352.830078		6813.089844		6813.089844		1003920000

		1997-02-01		6810.799805		7073.620117		6710.720215		6877.740234		6877.740234		765900000

		1997-03-01		6874.299805		7112.100098		6561.200195		6583.479980		6583.479980		962230000

		1997-04-01		6583.500000		7057.549805		6356.779785		7009.000000		7009.000000		1098930000

		1997-05-01		7008.990234		7394.950195		6913.470215		7331.000000		7331.000000		1046600000

		1997-06-01		7331.000000		7834.060059		7253.779785		7672.799805		7672.799805		1086740000

		1997-07-01		7678.000000		8282.769531		7667.359863		8222.599609		8222.599609		1265280000

		1997-08-01		8222.799805		8299.490234		7606.859863		7622.399902		7622.399902		1123190000

		1997-09-01		7631.700195		8035.629883		7580.850098		7945.299805		7945.299805		1212550000

		1997-10-01		7948.500000		8184.700195		6971.069824		7442.100098		7442.100098		1605030000

		1997-11-01		7445.799805		7881.069824		7349.990234		7823.100098		7823.100098		1068290000

		1997-12-01		7825.120117		8166.290039		7576.930176		7908.299805		7908.299805		1156060000

		1998-01-01		7910.200195		8035.540039		7443.410156		7906.500000		7906.500000		1324260000

		1998-02-01		7909.990234		8566.889648		7909.990234		8545.719727		8545.719727		1031480000

		1998-03-01		8544.469727		8959.240234		8405.719727		8799.809570		8799.809570		1191880000

		1998-04-01		8801.559570		9213.330078		8748.740234		9063.370117		9063.370117		1387960000

		1998-05-01		9066.610352		9261.910156		8788.099609		8899.950195		8899.950195		1075240000

		1998-06-01		8900.950195		9104.719727		8569.879883		8952.019531		8952.019531		1287570000

		1998-07-01		8958.990234		9367.839844		8816.089844		8883.290039		8883.290039		1413670000

		1998-08-01		8883.290039		8886.120117		7539.069824		7539.069824		7539.069824		1641660000

		1998-09-01		7545.759766		8182.470215		7400.299805		7842.620117		7842.620117		1897140000

		1998-10-01		7841.330078		8659.809570		7467.490234		8592.099609		8592.099609		1916330000

		1998-11-01		8595.700195		9380.200195		8595.700195		9116.549805		9116.549805		1389030000

		1998-12-01		9116.549805		9334.879883		8676.030273		9181.429688		9181.429688		1507520000

		1999-01-01		9184.009766		9647.959961		9063.259766		9358.830078		9358.830078		1746490000

		1999-02-01		9359.599609		9611.330078		9099.040039		9306.580078		9306.580078		1545220000

		1999-03-01		9307.389648		10085.309570		9211.230469		9786.160156		9786.160156		1993040000

		1999-04-01		9786.440430		10961.709961		9765.629883		10789.040039		10789.040039		2096500000

		1999-05-01		10789.040039		11130.669922		10434.259766		10559.740234		10559.740234		1842620000

		1999-06-01		10561.009766		11003.410156		10409.139648		10970.799805		10970.799805		1766990000

		1999-07-01		10966.049805		11252.269531		10647.860352		10655.150391		10655.150391		1672190000

		1999-08-01		10654.830078		11365.929688		10549.080078		10829.280273		10829.280273		1857760000

		1999-09-01		10828.440430		11142.410156		10081.129883		10336.950195		10336.950195		1751910000

		1999-10-01		10335.690430		10790.019531		9976.019531		10729.860352		10729.860352		2203030000

		1999-11-01		10730.780273		11112.769531		10536.269531		10877.809570		10877.809570		3250890000

		1999-12-01		10876.469727		11568.769531		10859.650391		11497.120117		11497.120117		3166150000

		2000-01-01		11501.849609		11750.280273		10701.639648		10940.530273		10940.530273		3854530000

		2000-02-01		10937.740234		11118.929688		9836.059570		10128.309570		10128.309570		3661120000

		2000-03-01		10128.110352		11234.650391		9731.809570		10921.919922		10921.919922		4754630000

		2000-04-01		10863.280273		11425.450195		10201.530273		10733.910156		10733.910156		4049750000

		2000-05-01		10749.419922		10971.240234		10258.809570		10522.330078		10522.330078		3816980000

		2000-06-01		10532.269531		10863.000000		10335.459961		10447.889648		10447.889648		3823590000

		2000-07-01		10450.360352		10874.629883		10393.089844		10521.980469		10521.980469		3248880000

		2000-08-01		10523.809570		11319.059570		10516.759766		11215.099609		11215.099609		3620730000

		2000-09-01		11219.540039		11401.190430		10567.320313		10650.919922		10650.919922		4639930000

		2000-10-01		10659.059570		10995.410156		9654.639648		10971.139648		10971.139648		6254820000

		2000-11-01		10966.209961		11006.500000		10292.389648		10414.490234		10414.490234		4680310000

		2000-12-01		10416.759766		10917.679688		10299.209961		10787.990234		10787.990234		5202580000

		2001-01-01		10790.919922		11028.000000		10468.040039		10887.360352		10887.360352		5825960000

		2001-02-01		10884.820313		11035.139648		10294.009766		10495.280273		10495.280273		4164820000

		2001-03-01		10493.250000		10859.500000		9106.540039		9878.780273		9878.780273		6086470000

		2001-04-01		9877.160156		10906.410156		9375.719727		10734.969727		10734.969727		5241100000

		2001-05-01		10734.049805		11350.049805		10673.219727		10911.940430		10911.940430		4518100000

		2001-06-01		10913.570313		11196.530273		10394.719727		10502.400391		10502.400391		4914500000

		2001-07-01		10504.950195		10679.120117		10120.889648		10522.809570		10522.809570		4605880000

		2001-08-01		10527.379883		10609.650391		9869.139648		9949.750000		9949.750000		4083400000

		2001-09-01		9946.980469		10182.379883		8062.339844		8847.559570		8847.559570		5555020000

		2001-10-01		8845.969727		9598.169922		8732.139648		9075.139648		9075.139648		5722030000

		2001-11-01		9087.450195		9992.790039		9014.459961		9851.559570		9851.559570		4722560000

		2001-12-01		9848.929688		10184.450195		9703.900391		10021.570313		10021.570313		4302710000

		2002-01-01		10021.709961		10300.150391		9529.459961		9920.000000		9920.000000		4955760000

		2002-02-01		9923.040039		10255.240234		9580.320313		10106.129883		10106.129883		4651890000

		2002-03-01		10111.040039		10673.099609		10111.040039		10403.940430		10403.940430		4589750000

		2002-04-01		10402.070313		10402.070313		9811.570313		9946.219727		9946.219727		5111860000

		2002-05-01		9944.900391		10353.429688		9802.230469		9925.250000		9925.250000		4800810000

		2002-06-01		9923.940430		9986.490234		8926.570313		9243.259766		9243.259766		5783720000

		2002-07-01		9239.250000		9410.379883		7532.660156		8736.589844		8736.589844		7714600000

		2002-08-01		8732.580078		9077.009766		8030.819824		8663.500000		8663.500000		5591350000

		2002-09-01		8659.269531		8726.900391		7460.779785		7591.930176		7591.930176		5601800000

		2002-10-01		7593.040039		8558.629883		7197.490234		8397.030273		8397.030273		7498850000

		2002-11-01		8395.639648		8950.330078		8298.679688		8896.089844		8896.089844		5410370000

		2002-12-01		8902.950195		9043.370117		8242.910156		8341.629883		8341.629883		4607200000

		2003-01-01		8342.379883		8869.290039		7917.160156		8053.810059		8053.810059		5426600000

		2003-02-01		8053.740234		8152.529785		7628.990234		7891.080078		7891.080078		4418320000

		2003-03-01		7890.240234		8522.179688		7416.640137		7992.129883		7992.129883		5616290000

		2003-04-01		7992.830078		8559.769531		7979.689941		8480.089844		8480.089844		5128590000

		2003-05-01		8478.480469		8868.330078		8340.230469		8850.259766		8850.259766		4686280000

		2003-06-01		8851.450195		9352.769531		8851.450195		8985.440430		8985.440430		4987850000

		2003-07-01		8983.660156		9361.400391		8871.200195		9233.799805		9233.799805		4911390000

		2003-08-01		9232.679688		9499.969727		8997.110352		9415.820313		9415.820313		3853760000

		2003-09-01		9416.669922		9686.080078		9230.469727		9275.059570		9275.059570		4385460000

		2003-10-01		9276.799805		9850.009766		9276.799805		9801.120117		9801.120117		4840970000

		2003-11-01		9802.459961		9903.570313		9585.500000		9782.459961		9782.459961		3548520000

		2003-12-01		9785.349609		10462.440430		9785.349609		10453.919922		10453.919922		4246080000

		2004-01-01		10452.740234		10705.179688		10367.410156		10488.070313		10488.070313		4380510000

		2004-02-01		10487.780273		10753.629883		10434.669922		10583.919922		10583.919922		3894640000

		2004-03-01		10582.250000		10695.549805		10007.490234		10357.700195		10357.700195		5009640000

		2004-04-01		10357.519531		10570.809570		10219.179688		10225.570313		10225.570313		4530000000

		2004-05-01		10227.269531		10386.320313		9852.190430		10188.450195		10188.450195		4016800000

		2004-06-01		10187.179688		10498.669922		10134.860352		10435.480469		10435.480469		4111110000

		2004-07-01		10434.000000		10448.089844		9913.919922		10139.709961		10139.709961		4452180000

		2004-08-01		10138.450195		10211.250000		9783.910156		10173.919922		10173.919922		3756550000

		2004-09-01		10170.120117		10363.360352		9977.919922		10080.269531		10080.269531		4638370000

		2004-10-01		10082.040039		10270.370117		9708.400391		10027.469727		10027.469727		5292920000

		2004-11-01		10028.730469		10602.849609		10010.150391		10428.019531		10428.019531		5666600000

		2004-12-01		10425.799805		10868.070313		10418.629883		10783.009766		10783.009766		5744730000

		2005-01-01		10783.750000		10867.389648		10368.610352		10489.940430		10489.940430		5424930000

		2005-02-01		10489.719727		10853.429688		10489.639648		10766.230469		10766.230469		5038600000

		2005-03-01		10769.040039		10984.459961		10396.240234		10503.759766		10503.759766		5820160000

		2005-04-01		10504.570313		10568.929688		10000.459961		10192.509766		10192.509766		5852240000

		2005-05-01		10192.000000		10560.809570		10075.549805		10467.480469		10467.480469		4843000000

		2005-06-01		10462.860352		10656.290039		10253.490234		10274.969727		10274.969727		5026730000

		2005-07-01		10273.589844		10717.730469		10175.400391		10640.910156		10640.910156		4821200000

		2005-08-01		10641.780273		10719.410156		10349.370117		10481.599609		10481.599609		5082400000

		2005-09-01		10481.440430		10701.809570		10350.959961		10568.700195		10568.700195		5229310000

		2005-10-01		10569.500000		10608.559570		10156.459961		10440.070313		10440.070313		5829060000

		2005-11-01		10440.070313		10959.790039		10388.759766		10805.870117		10805.870117		5385780000

		2005-12-01		10806.030273		10940.339844		10709.419922		10717.500000		10717.500000		5223910000

		2006-01-01		10718.299805		11047.759766		10661.150391		10864.860352		10864.860352		6552210000

		2006-02-01		10862.139648		11159.179688		10737.669922		10993.410156		10993.410156		5759090000

		2006-03-01		10993.250000		11334.959961		10922.730469		11109.320313		11109.320313		6680180000

		2006-04-01		11113.000000		11417.660156		11039.120117		11367.139648		11367.139648		5584020000

		2006-05-01		11367.780273		11670.190430		11030.469727		11168.309570		11168.309570		7360590000

		2006-06-01		11169.030273		11285.820313		10698.849609		11150.219727		11150.219727		6959660000

		2006-07-01		11149.339844		11257.080078		10683.320313		11185.679688		11185.679688		5548680000

		2006-08-01		11184.799805		11407.080078		11042.639648		11381.150391		11381.150391		4668650000

		2006-09-01		11382.750000		11741.990234		11323.839844		11679.070313		11679.070313		4494890000

		2006-10-01		11678.990234		12167.019531		11653.059570		12080.730469		12080.730469		5665820000

		2006-11-01		12080.250000		12361.000000		11965.309570		12221.929688		12221.929688		4722850000

		2006-12-01		12220.969727		12529.879883		12089.980469		12463.150391		12463.150391		4381310000

		2007-01-01		12459.540039		12657.019531		12337.370117		12621.690430		12621.690430		5075440000

		2007-02-01		12617.200195		12795.929688		12086.059570		12268.629883		12268.629883		4347420000

		2007-03-01		12268.629883		12511.049805		11939.610352		12354.349609		12354.349609		5633180000

		2007-04-01		12354.519531		13162.059570		12324.280273		13062.910156		13062.910156		4819810000

		2007-05-01		13062.750000		13673.070313		13041.299805		13627.639648		13627.639648		5039850000

		2007-06-01		13628.690430		13692.000000		13251.530273		13408.620117		13408.620117		5227620000

		2007-07-01		13409.599609		14021.950195		13199.790039		13211.990234		13211.990234		5512040000

		2007-08-01		13211.089844		13695.820313		12517.940430		13357.740234		13357.740234		6199120000

		2007-09-01		13358.389648		13924.809570		13021.929688		13895.629883		13895.629883		4328370000

		2007-10-01		13895.709961		14198.099609		13407.490234		13930.009766		13930.009766		5010920000

		2007-11-01		13924.160156		13924.160156		12724.089844		13371.719727		13371.719727		5980230000

		2007-12-01		13368.219727		13780.110352		13092.000000		13264.820313		13264.820313		4310320000

		2008-01-01		13261.820313		13279.540039		11634.820313		12650.360352		12650.360352		7459830000

		2008-02-01		12638.169922		12767.740234		12069.469727		12266.389648		12266.389648		5720360000

		2008-03-01		12264.360352		12622.070313		11731.599609		12262.889648		12262.889648		6229020000

		2008-04-01		12266.639648		13010.000000		12266.469727		12820.129883		12820.129883		5050840000

		2008-05-01		12818.339844		13136.690430		12442.589844		12638.320313		12638.320313		4530790000

		2008-06-01		12637.669922		12638.080078		11287.559570		11350.009766		11350.009766		5309950000

		2008-07-01		11344.639648		11698.169922		10827.709961		11378.019531		11378.019531		5551580000

		2008-08-01		11379.889648		11867.110352		11221.530273		11543.959961		11543.959961		3578210000

		2008-09-01		11545.629883		11790.169922		10365.450195		10850.660156		10850.660156		6302330000

		2008-10-01		10847.400391		10882.519531		7882.509766		9325.009766		9325.009766		8311580000

		2008-11-01		9326.040039		9653.950195		7449.379883		8829.040039		8829.040039		6262880000

		2008-12-01		8826.889648		9026.410156		8118.500000		8776.389648		8776.389648		5701870000

		2009-01-01		8772.250000		9088.059570		7909.029785		8000.859863		8000.859863		6261980000

		2009-02-01		8000.620117		8315.070313		7033.620117		7062.930176		7062.930176		7134360000

		2009-03-01		7056.479980		7931.330078		6469.950195		7608.919922		7608.919922		10561060000

		2009-04-01		7606.129883		8307.509766		7483.870117		8168.120117		8168.120117		7795900000

		2009-05-01		8167.410156		8591.929688		8099.310059		8500.330078		8500.330078		6734390000

		2009-06-01		8501.530273		8877.929688		8259.429688		8447.000000		8447.000000		5524080000

		2009-07-01		8447.530273		9246.429688		8087.189941		9171.610352		9171.610352		4902340000

		2009-08-01		9173.650391		9630.200195		9116.519531		9496.280273		9496.280273		4042210000

		2009-09-01		9492.320313		9917.990234		9252.929688		9712.280273		9712.280273		4478480000

		2009-10-01		9711.599609		10119.469727		9430.080078		9712.730469		9712.730469		5151150000

		2009-11-01		9712.129883		10495.610352		9678.950195		10344.839844		10344.839844		3813550000

		2009-12-01		10343.820313		10580.330078		10235.629883		10428.049805		10428.049805		4174040000

		2010-01-01		10430.690430		10729.889648		10043.750000		10067.330078		10067.330078		4424700000

		2010-02-01		10068.990234		10438.549805		9835.089844		10325.259766		10325.259766		4279660000

		2010-03-01		10326.099609		10955.480469		10326.099609		10856.629883		10856.629883		4388530000

		2010-04-01		10857.309570		11258.009766		10844.089844		11008.610352		11008.610352		4237550000

		2010-05-01		11009.599609		11177.669922		9774.480469		10136.629883		10136.629883		5605690000

		2010-06-01		10133.940430		10594.160156		9753.839844		9774.019531		9774.019531		4941680000

		2010-07-01		9773.269531		10584.990234		9614.320313		10465.940430		10465.940430		4243320000

		2010-08-01		10468.820313		10719.940430		9936.620117		10014.719727		10014.719727		4117550000

		2010-09-01		10016.009766		10948.879883		10016.009766		10788.049805		10788.049805		3764970000

		2010-10-01		10789.719727		11247.599609		10711.120117		11118.490234		11118.490234		3787250000

		2010-11-01		11120.299805		11451.530273		10929.280273		11006.019531		11006.019531		3808130000

		2010-12-01		11007.230469		11625.000000		11007.230469		11577.509766		11577.509766		3252900000

		2011-01-01		11577.429688		12020.519531		11573.870117		11891.929688		11891.929688		3681720000

		2011-02-01		11892.500000		12391.290039		11892.500000		12226.339844		12226.339844		3220480000

		2011-03-01		12226.490234		12383.459961		11555.480469		12319.730469		12319.730469		3851830000

		2011-04-01		12321.019531		12832.830078		12093.889648		12810.540039		12810.540039		3321090000

		2011-05-01		12810.160156		12876.000000		12309.519531		12569.790039		12569.790039		3578020000

		2011-06-01		12569.410156		12569.490234		11862.530273		12414.339844		12414.339844		3876460000

		2011-07-01		12414.339844		12753.889648		12083.450195		12143.240234		12143.240234		3092480000

		2011-08-01		12144.219727		12282.419922		10604.070313		11613.530273		11613.530273		6203230000

		2011-09-01		11613.299805		11716.839844		10597.139648		10913.379883		10913.379883		4396520000

		2011-10-01		10912.099609		12284.309570		10404.490234		11955.009766		11955.009766		3907730000

		2011-11-01		11951.530273		12187.509766		11231.429688		12045.679688		12045.679688		3263110000

		2011-12-01		12046.209961		12328.469727		11735.190430		12217.559570		12217.559570		3071480000

		2012-01-01		12221.190430		12841.950195		12221.190430		12632.910156		12632.910156		2981080000

		2012-02-01		12632.759766		13055.750000		12632.759766		12952.070313		12952.070313		2712170000

		2012-03-01		12952.290039		13289.080078		12734.860352		13212.040039		13212.040039		3203390000

		2012-04-01		13211.360352		13297.110352		12710.559570		13213.629883		13213.629883		2574900000

		2012-05-01		13214.160156		13338.660156		12311.559570		12393.450195		12393.450195		3050000000

		2012-06-01		12391.559570		12898.940430		12035.089844		12880.089844		12880.089844		2923670000

		2012-07-01		12879.709961		13128.639648		12492.250000		13008.679688		13008.679688		2578110000

		2012-08-01		13007.469727		13330.759766		12778.900391		13090.839844		13090.839844		2267280000

		2012-09-01		13092.150391		13653.240234		12977.089844		13437.129883		13437.129883		2701270000

		2012-10-01		13437.660156		13661.870117		13017.370117		13096.459961		13096.459961		2472600000

		2012-11-01		13099.190430		13290.750000		12471.490234		13025.580078		13025.580078		2683930000

		2012-12-01		13027.730469		13365.860352		12883.889648		13104.139648		13104.139648		2666750000

		2013-01-01		13104.299805		13969.990234		13104.299805		13860.580078		13860.580078		2786680000

		2013-02-01		13860.580078		14149.150391		13784.009766		14054.490234		14054.490234		2487580000

		2013-03-01		14054.490234		14585.099609		13937.599609		14578.540039		14578.540039		2546320000

		2013-04-01		14578.540039		14887.509766		14434.429688		14839.799805		14839.799805		2920230000

		2013-05-01		14839.799805		15542.400391		14687.049805		15115.570313		15115.570313		2771510000

		2013-06-01		15123.549805		15340.089844		14551.269531		14909.599609		14909.599609		2929040000

		2013-07-01		14911.599609		15634.320313		14858.929688		15499.540039		15499.540039		2623130000

		2013-08-01		15503.849609		15658.429688		14760.410156		14810.309570		14810.309570		2327660000

		2013-09-01		14801.549805		15709.580078		14777.480469		15129.669922		15129.669922		2371540000

		2013-10-01		15132.490234		15721.000000		14719.429688		15545.750000		15545.750000		2206620000

		2013-11-01		15558.009766		16174.509766		15522.179688		16086.410156		16086.410156		1820260000

		2013-12-01		16087.120117		16588.250000		15703.790039		16576.660156		16576.660156		2057160000

		2014-01-01		16572.169922		16573.070313		15617.549805		15698.849609		15698.849609		2177040000

		2014-02-01		15697.690430		16398.949219		15340.690430		16321.709961		16321.709961		2067820000

		2014-03-01		16321.709961		16505.699219		16046.990234		16457.660156		16457.660156		2095940000

		2014-04-01		16458.050781		16631.630859		16015.320313		16580.839844		16580.839844		1986960000

		2014-05-01		16580.259766		16735.509766		16341.299805		16717.169922		16717.169922		1643160000

		2014-06-01		16716.849609		16978.019531		16673.650391		16826.599609		16826.599609		1755480000

		2014-07-01		16828.529297		17151.560547		16563.300781		16563.300781		16563.300781		1690880000

		2014-08-01		16561.699219		17153.800781		16333.780273		17098.449219		17098.449219		1482600000

		2014-09-01		17097.419922		17350.640625		16934.429688		17042.900391		17042.900391		1870550000

		2014-10-01		17040.460938		17395.539063		15855.120117		17390.519531		17390.519531		2903240000

		2014-11-01		17390.900391		17894.830078		17278.359375		17828.240234		17828.240234		1516490000

		2014-12-01		17827.269531		18103.449219		17067.589844		17823.070313		17823.070313		2216900000

		2015-01-01		17823.070313		17951.779297		17136.300781		17164.949219		17164.949219		2173260000

		2015-02-01		17169.990234		18244.380859		17037.759766		18132.699219		18132.699219		1751250000

		2015-03-01		18134.050781		18288.630859		17579.269531		17776.119141		17776.119141		2470480000

		2015-04-01		17778.519531		18175.560547		17585.009766		17840.519531		17840.519531		2174880000

		2015-05-01		17859.269531		18351.359375		17733.119141		18010.679688		18010.679688		1832450000

		2015-06-01		18017.820313		18188.810547		17576.500000		17619.509766		17619.509766		2219240000

		2015-07-01		17638.119141		18137.119141		17399.169922		17689.859375		17689.859375		2034220000

		2015-08-01		17696.740234		17704.759766		15370.330078		16528.029297		16528.029297		2726340000

		2015-09-01		16528.029297		16933.429688		15942.370117		16284.700195		16284.700195		2724080000

		2015-10-01		16278.620117		17799.960938		16013.660156		17663.539063		17663.539063		2605470000

		2015-11-01		17672.619141		17977.849609		17210.429688		17719.919922		17719.919922		2334610000

		2015-12-01		17719.720703		17901.580078		17116.730469		17425.029297		17425.029297		2521440000

		2016-01-01		17405.480469		17405.480469		15450.559570		16466.300781		16466.300781		2844080000

		2016-02-01		16453.630859		16795.980469		15503.009766		16516.500000		16516.500000		2491810000

		2016-03-01		16545.669922		17790.109375		16545.669922		17685.089844		17685.089844		2407750000

		2016-04-01		17661.740234		18167.630859		17484.230469		17773.640625		17773.640625		2096650000

		2016-05-01		17783.779297		17934.609375		17331.070313		17787.199219		17787.199219		1879010000

		2016-06-01		17754.550781		18016.000000		17063.080078		17929.990234		17929.990234		2350020000

		2016-07-01		17924.240234		18622.009766		17713.449219		18432.240234		18432.240234		1816520000

		2016-08-01		18434.500000		18722.609375		18247.789063		18400.880859		18400.880859		1695750000

		2016-09-01		18396.570313		18551.539063		17992.210938		18308.150391		18308.150391		2101120000

		2016-10-01		18279.599609		18399.960938		17959.949219		18142.419922		18142.419922		1793690000

		2016-11-01		18158.240234		19225.289063		17883.560547		19123.580078		19123.580078		2107770000

		2016-12-01		19149.199219		19987.630859		19138.789063		19762.599609		19762.599609		5952470000

		2017-01-01		19872.859375		20125.580078		19677.939453		19864.089844		19864.089844		6482450000

		2017-02-01		19923.810547		20851.330078		19831.089844		20812.240234		20812.240234		6185580000

		2017-03-01		20957.289063		21169.109375		20412.800781		20663.220703		20663.220703		6941970000

		2017-04-01		20665.169922		21070.900391		20379.550781		20940.509766		20940.509766		5392630000

		2017-05-01		20962.730469		21112.320313		20553.449219		21008.650391		21008.650391		6613570000

		2017-06-01		21030.550781		21535.029297		20994.220703		21349.630859		21349.630859		7214590000

		2017-07-01		21392.300781		21929.800781		21279.300781		21891.119141		21891.119141		5569720000

		2017-08-01		21961.419922		22179.109375		21600.339844		21948.099609		21948.099609		6150060000

		2017-09-01		21981.769531		22419.509766		21709.630859		22405.089844		22405.089844		6342130000

		2017-10-01		22423.470703		23485.250000		22416.000000		23377.240234		23377.240234		7302910000

		2017-11-01		23442.900391		24327.820313		23242.750000		24272.349609		24272.349609		7335640000

		2017-12-01		24305.400391		24876.070313		23921.900391		24719.220703		24719.220703		6589890000

		2018-01-01		24809.349609		26616.710938		24741.699219		26149.390625		26149.390625		9116920000

		2018-02-01		26083.039063		26306.699219		23360.289063		25029.199219		25029.199219		9450250000

		2018-03-01		25024.039063		25449.150391		23509.060547		24103.109375		24103.109375		8873040000

		2018-04-01		24076.599609		24858.970703		23344.519531		24163.150391		24163.150391		8064550000

		2018-05-01		24117.289063		25086.490234		23531.310547		24415.839844		24415.839844		7278020000

		2018-06-01		24542.089844		25402.830078		23997.210938		24271.410156		24271.410156		7411110000

		2018-07-01		24161.529297		25587.240234		24077.560547		25415.189453		25415.189453		5408500000

		2018-08-01		25461.630859		26167.939453		24965.769531		25964.820313		25964.820313		5635410000

		2018-09-01		25916.070313		26769.160156		25754.320313		26458.310547		26458.310547		5262500000

		2018-10-01		26598.359375		26951.810547		24122.230469		25115.759766		25115.759766		8373350000

		2018-11-01		25142.080078		26277.820313		24268.740234		25538.460938		25538.460938		7226940000

		2018-12-01		25779.570313		25980.210938		21712.529297		23327.460938		23327.460938		8101540000

		2019-01-01		23058.609375		25109.619141		22638.410156		24999.669922		24999.669922		7189200000

		2019-02-01		25025.310547		26241.419922		24883.039063		25916.000000		25916.000000		5434540000

		2019-03-01		26019.669922		26155.980469		25208.000000		25928.679688		25928.679688		6734060000

		2019-04-01		26075.099609		26695.960938		26062.589844		26592.910156		26592.910156		5854600000

		2019-05-01		26639.060547		26689.390625		24809.509766		24815.039063		24815.039063		6358230000

		2019-06-01		24830.160156		26072.750000		24680.570313		25983.939453		25983.939453		1383670000

		2019-06-07		25768.720703		26072.750000		25768.720703		25983.939453		25983.939453		263011043
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Is life expectancy projected to increase in the 
United States?
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Sources: Data for 1960 - 2014 come from NCHS Life Tables: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/life_tables.html 
Data for 2015 – 2060: 2017 National Population Projections, U.S. Census Bureau


How is the foreign-born mortality advantage projected to 
change over time?


Accounting for nativity will provide a more accurate 
projection of population growth and better reflect changes 
to population health


The foreign born make up a rising share of the total U.S. 
population. Between 1960 and 2010, the foreign born 
increased from 5% to 13% of the U.S. population1


Total life expectancy increased by 9 years from 1960 to 2010 but is projected to increase by 7 years from 2010 to 2060
The foreign born are projected to continue living longer
Race and ethnicity play a more important role in life expectancy for those born in the U.S.
Projections of life expectancy provide vital information on population aging, the future of public health and impacts on 


healthcare, as well as improve our understanding of social welfare and policy planning


Data come from inputs to the 2017 National Population 
Projections 2, which were the third series of projections 
based on the 2010 Census 


The first Census-developed projections to include nativity-
specific life tables


Cohort-component method
Mortality data (including nativity-specific data) from the 


National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS); population 
estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau 3


1 U.S. Census Bureau, 1850–2000 Decennial Censuses, American Community Survey 2010, 2017 National Population 
Projections
2 2017 National Population Projections, U.S. Census Bureau (https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/popproj.html)
3 For the full methodology statement please see: https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/popproj/technical-
documentation/methodology/methodstatement17.pdf


Race and ethnicity play a greater role in longevity for the native population


Life expectancies for the foreign born vary less by race
The foreign-born population is projected to have the highest life expectancy, regardless of race or ethnicity
The native population is projected to experience greater gains in life expectancy, regardless of race or ethnicity, than the 


foreign born


Largest increase, but lowest life expectancy
Despite a projected increase of 8.9 years by 2060, the native Black and AIAN population group is still projected to have 


the lowest life expectancy
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for men from 1960 to 
2060, compared with 14 
years for women


Total life expectancy is projected to increase by almost 16 years in 2060
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Longest lived
Foreign-born women are 


projected to have the 
highest life expectancy in 
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Largest increase, but 
lowest life expectancy
Despite the largest projected 


increase from 2018 (+6.8 
years), native males are 
projected to have the lowest 
life expectancy in 2060
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Note: API = Asian or Pacific Islander and AIAN = American Indian or Alaska Native.4
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Projecting the foreign-born mortality advantage


Data and method for projecting life expectancy
Foreign-born mortality advantage is projected to continue


2060


Life expectancy at age zero (in years)


Life expectancy projected to rise more slowly in coming decades


4 Due to concerns about the quality of race reporting in the death data over the time series, non-Hispanic race groups with similar mortality patterns were collapsed into two categories: (1) non-Hispanic White and Asian or Pacific 
Islander and (2) non-Hispanic Black and American Indian or Alaska Native


Source: 2017 National Population Projections, U.S. Census Bureau 


Source: 2017 National Population Projections, U.S. Census Bureau 


How has life expectancy changed over time in the U.S. and 
how is this projected to change moving forward?
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2008

		Table with row headers in column A and column headers in rows 4 through 8.  Leading dots indicate sub-parts.

		Table 107. Expectation of Life and Expected Deaths, by Race, Sex, and Age: 2008

		[Life expectancies were calculated using a revised methodology and may differ from those previously published. the methodology uses vital statistics death rates for ages under 66 and modeled probabilities of death for ages 66 to 100 based on blended vital statistics and Medicare probabilities of dying]

		Age (years)		Expectation of life in years										Expected deaths per 1,000 alive at specified age \1

				Total \2		White				Black				Total \2		White				Black

						Male		Female		Male		Female				Male		Female		Male		Female

		2008		E		E		E		E		E		Q		Q		Q		Q		Q

				X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		At birth		78.00		75.90		80.80		70.90		77.40		6.81		6.29		5.22		14.42		11.92

		1		77.60		75.40		80.20		71.00		77.40		0.45		0.46		0.39		0.74		0.52

		2		76.60		74.40		79.20		70.00		76.40		0.28		0.30		0.22		0.43		0.33

		3		75.60		73.50		78.20		69.10		75.40		0.22		0.23		0.16		0.33		0.31

		4		74.60		72.50		77.20		68.10		74.50		0.17		0.17		0.14		0.30		0.19

		5		73.70		71.50		76.30		67.10		73.50		0.15		0.16		0.13		0.26		0.17

		6		72.70		70.50		75.30		66.10		72.50		0.14		0.14		0.11		0.24		0.14

		7		71.70		69.50		74.30		65.10		71.50		0.12		0.12		0.11		0.22		0.13

		8		70.70		68.50		73.30		64.10		70.50		0.11		0.10		0.10		0.18		0.12

		9		69.70		67.50		72.30		63.20		69.50		0.09		0.08		0.09		0.13		0.11

		10		68.70		66.50		71.30		62.20		68.50		0.08		0.07		0.08		0.09		0.12

		11		67.70		65.50		70.30		61.20		67.50		0.09		0.07		0.09		0.08		0.13

		12		66.70		64.50		69.30		60.20		66.50		0.12		0.12		0.11		0.15		0.16

		13		65.70		63.50		68.30		59.20		65.60		0.19		0.22		0.14		0.31		0.19

		14		64.70		62.60		67.30		58.20		64.60		0.29		0.35		0.19		0.53		0.23

		15		63.80		61.60		66.30		57.20		63.60		0.39		0.49		0.24		0.76		0.28

		16		62.80		60.60		65.40		56.30		62.60		0.48		0.61		0.29		0.96		0.32

		17		61.80		59.60		64.40		55.30		61.60		0.57		0.74		0.33		1.15		0.36

		18		60.80		58.70		63.40		54.40		60.60		0.65		0.87		0.35		1.32		0.40

		19		59.90		57.70		62.40		53.50		59.70		0.73		1.00		0.37		1.48		0.44

		20		58.90		56.80		61.40		52.60		58.70		0.82		1.13		0.39		1.67		0.49

		21		58.00		55.90		60.50		51.60		57.70		0.90		1.26		0.41		1.85		0.54

		22		57.00		54.90		59.50		50.70		56.80		0.95		1.34		0.43		1.98		0.59

		23		56.10		54.00		58.50		49.80		55.80		0.97		1.36		0.45		2.03		0.63

		24		55.10		53.10		57.50		48.90		54.80		0.96		1.33		0.46		2.01		0.66

		25		54.20		52.20		56.60		48.00		53.90		0.95		1.29		0.48		1.97		0.69

		26		53.20		51.20		55.60		47.10		52.90		0.94		1.26		0.49		1.94		0.72

		27		52.30		50.30		54.60		46.20		51.90		0.94		1.24		0.51		1.92		0.75

		28		51.30		49.40		53.70		45.30		51.00		0.95		1.24		0.52		1.95		0.80

		29		50.40		48.40		52.70		44.40		50.00		0.96		1.26		0.54		2.00		0.85

		30		49.40		47.50		51.70		43.50		49.10		0.99		1.28		0.57		2.07		0.91

		31		48.50		46.50		50.70		42.60		48.10		1.02		1.30		0.60		2.14		0.98

		32		47.50		45.60		49.80		41.70		47.20		1.05		1.33		0.64		2.24		1.06

		33		46.60		44.70		48.80		40.80		46.20		1.10		1.38		0.69		2.26		1.13

		34		45.60		43.70		47.80		39.90		45.30		1.14		1.42		0.74		2.30		1.21

		35		44.70		42.80		46.90		39.00		44.30		1.20		1.48		0.79		2.35		1.29

		36		43.80		41.90		45.90		38.10		43.40		1.27		1.56		0.85		2.43		1.38

		37		42.80		40.90		44.90		37.20		42.40		1.35		1.64		0.93		2.53		1.50

		38		41.90		40.00		44.00		36.30		41.50		1.45		1.75		1.01		2.67		1.65

		39		40.90		39.10		43.00		35.40		40.60		1.57		1.88		1.11		2.86		1.83

		40		40.00		38.10		42.10		34.50		39.60		1.70		2.02		1.22		3.06		2.03

		41		39.10		37.20		41.10		33.60		38.70		1.85		2.18		1.34		3.30		2.23

		42		38.10		36.30		40.20		32.70		37.80		2.03		2.38		1.48		3.57		2.46

		43		37.20		35.40		39.30		31.80		36.90		2.24		2.63		1.64		3.87		2.72

		44		36.30		34.50		38.30		31.00		36.00		2.46		2.90		1.81		4.21		2.99

		45		35.40		33.60		37.40		30.10		35.10		2.69		3.17		1.99		4.54		3.27

		46		34.50		32.70		36.50		29.30		34.20		2.92		3.44		2.16		4.91		3.55

		47		33.60		31.80		35.50		28.40		33.40		3.17		3.74		2.33		5.36		3.84

		48		32.70		30.90		34.60		27.60		32.50		3.44		4.06		2.51		5.93		4.16

		49		31.80		30.10		33.70		26.80		31.70		3.73		4.42		2.69		6.60		4.50

		50		31.00		29.20		32.80		26.00		30.80		4.05		4.80		2.90		7.33		4.87

		51		30.10		28.40		31.90		25.20		30.00		4.37		5.19		3.12		8.06		5.24

		52		29.20		27.50		31.00		24.40		29.10		4.70		5.58		3.34		8.80		5.61

		53		28.40		26.70		30.10		23.60		28.30		5.02		5.97		3.56		9.53		5.94

		54		27.50		25.90		29.20		22.90		27.50		5.35		6.36		3.79		10.26		6.25

		55		26.70		25.00		28.30		22.20		26.70		5.69		6.76		4.03		11.04		6.58

		56		25.80		24.20		27.50		21.50		25.90		6.06		7.21		4.31		11.84		6.93

		57		25.00		23.40		26.60		20.80		25.10		6.48		7.69		4.65		12.56		7.33

		58		24.20		22.60		25.70		20.10		24.30		6.94		8.21		5.06		13.16		7.78

		59		23.40		21.80		24.90		19.40		23.50		7.44		8.78		5.55		13.67		8.29

		60		22.60		21.00		24.00		18.70		22.70		8.00		9.38		6.09		14.18		8.88

		61		21.80		20.30		23.20		18.10		21.90		8.58		10.02		6.66		14.76		9.53

		62		21.00		19.50		22.30		17.40		21.20		9.20		10.69		7.25		15.44		10.21

		63		20.20		18.70		21.50		16.80		20.40		9.84		11.39		7.85		16.24		10.87

		64		19.40		18.00		20.70		16.10		19.70		10.53		12.15		8.48		17.12		11.51

		65		18.70		17.30		19.90		15.50		18.90		11.31		13.01		9.20		18.05		12.17

		70		15.00		13.70		16.00		12.60		15.40		15.71		17.98		13.41		21.52		16.03

		75		11.70		10.60		12.40		10.00		12.20		22.88		25.49		20.76		26.01		22.27

		80		8.80		7.90		9.30		7.80		9.50		30.58		32.38		29.96		27.35		28.25

		85		6.50		5.70		6.80		6.00		7.10		34.98		34.17		37.38		24.52		31.42

		90		4.60		4.10		4.80		4.60		5.30		31.07		26.79		36.44		17.49		28.56

		95		3.20		2.90		3.30		3.50		3.80		18.50		13.21		23.65		9.05		19.11

		100		2.30		2.00		2.20		2.60		2.80		18.45		8.92		24.78		10.40		30.63

		FOOTNOTES

		\1 Based on the proportion of the cohort who are alive at the beginning of the indicated age who will die before reaching the age shown plus 1. For example, out of every 1,000 people alive and exactly 50 years old at the beginning of the period, 4 (4.07) will die before reaching their 51st birthdays.

		\2 Includes other races not shown separately.

		Source: U.S. National Center for Health Statistics, unpublished data.

		For more information:

		http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/pubs/pubd/lftbls/lftbls.htm

		Internet release date: 09/30/2011
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